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THE SEPTEMBER GOLD PANIC.

Farm, Garden, anil Household,
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Important Revelations.
Jan. -j-2. Jay Gould and
James Fisk, Jr.,
appeared promptly at the
Capitol to-day, the latter in a fall velvet suit
ana
resplendent diamonds, to testify before
the Gold Panic
Investigating Committee.

Washington,

ittnam smoxiois'.

t^-Our friends who may have communications, observations, facts, suggestions, or anything of interest,

They

pertaining to this department, are requested to communicate the same to L>r. Putnam Simonton, Sear-sport, who
will prepare the same for publication, if of sufficient im-

VOLUME

portance.

LUNG COMPLAINTS—TH£1R NATURE AND
TREATMENT.

ami off

by

the

bowels,

40
as

harmless

_BELFAST,
as

a

drink of

w atcr.
So common in most household' i> ;hi> das*. of
lint here is the mischief, and will tie to the end
diseases, and so poorly their nature and proper
of time. All these doses, if their patients survive,
treatment understood l»y the pul»lic mind, Unit we
fancy it is all owing to their great skill and the
have long thought of devoting a brief chapter to
quantity of powerful dosing they have done; death
:a
'Object. And thi- seem.' a time the most lilting would have ensued without it. A little hoy once
1
it, becati't now and for many w eeks past we
seatedjn the cars, and impatient to be oft', struck
have suffered from a pulmonary complaint—ulcer- j
up—“come,
get up here, you lazy." and, sure
;!< d lung' in this easi—and which may serve as a j
then the ears snorted and sped on their
enough,
just
'iiitahlc text for the occa.'ion.
There, mother, didn’t I do it,” said the
way.
\ ry man' kind friends who have called to otter I
elated hoy. And all through the world, not only
tti«*ir assistance and their sympathies, to whom we \
matters in
: in healing diseases, hut in the grand
w.nild here tender our grateful acknowledgments.
which little minds claim with their small talk to
and
were
severe
constant
1
our
cough,
»h'crving
the laws and purposes of Jehovah, down
mxioiis. as is natural and proper, to administer change
the hordes of boastful politicians and sothrough
a
thing to relieve it: ami by some one or
ciety in general to Jack Tar, who claim to raise
in
w
a
the
line
of
niedhole
materia
lively thing
the winds by his whistling,—it is about like the boy
*r out of it. lint was recommended as
a sure
starting off the heavy ears by hi- get up Jack.”
for a cough." And to our inquiry—llow thesi
In our family we have reared lour children to
amorous remedies operated!Did they go down ]
the adult age, who had all the common ailments of
.-•> the lungs when the sores were, to heal them i
infancy, childhood and youth, for which they
iiist as \ »u would wash and heal a sun; hand or I
ever took a dose of medicine—the very
scarcely
'■•■.!?
And the answer almost invariably, even by
simplest if any; and now hearty, vigorous and
nio't inb iiigcht people out of tin profession,:
well. If they were "stuffed lip” we knew a I)i■■vas that they did. And this we hu\ e found, through
\ ine hand had placed there and directed two pumps
v«-ar> of »h-..-r\ati-ni i' almost the universal popufor their relief; and that whatever happened, in
i: an error, as wc may show, of the gravlar be!
the way of these slighter affections, He who di-i -:
sacrificing countless human lives.
rected or permitted them, "always tempers the
,1
li^ngs or light'' ns >oiiic call them, Iiave no wind to the shorn lambs.”
n.ii'.ui’ii ation whatever with the outer world exShould our health permit we shall consider next
\ -md through the wind pip< ; side ways nor
week the lung complaints of adult persons.
n 'outlet whatever;—mark tiiis.
In |
»\m,w edi.. rijMx'r tube to 1 lie nose of
a
A NEW FINISHING BOARD.
oil have a very good idea
art
i“.
-;i!
?
And note
A few months ago we had the. pleasure to thora
imgs an.I tli- wind pipe.

WIDOW “YOUNG IN HER
| IlorAshawl
sable
night.
was as
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And her gloves were as dark as her shawl;
And her jewels, that flashed in the night,
Were black as a funeral pall.
Her robe had the hue of the rest
Glow nicely it fitted her shape!),
And the grief that was heaving her breast
Boiled over the billows of crape,
I couldn't help thinking the beauty,
In mourning the loved and the lost,
Was doing her conjugal duty
Entirely regardless of cost.
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FAUNTLEROY, THE FORGER.
BY WILKIE

;

What 1

am

going

COLLINS.

to tell you,

gentlemen,

when I was a very young man,
and when I was just setting up in business

j happened

J

on

my

own

account.

father had been well acquainted for
many years with Mr. Fauntleroy, of the famous London banking firm of Marsh, Stracey,
Fauntleroy, and Graham. Thinking it might
be of some future service to me to make opposition known to a great man in the commercial world, my father mentioned to bis
highly respected friend that I was about to
start in business for myself in a very small
way, and with very little money. Mr. Fauntleroy received the information with a kind
appearance of interest, and said that lie
would have his eye on me. I expected from
this that lie would wait to sec if I could keep
on my feet at
starting, and that if lie found I
succeeded pretty w 11, he would then help
As events
me forward it it lay in his power.
turned out, he proved to lie a far better
friend than that, and he soon showed me
that I had very much underrated the hearty
and generous interest which he had felt in
my welfare from the first.
While I was still lighting with the difficulties of setting up my office, and recommending myself to connection, &e., I got a
message from Mr. Fauntleroy telling me to
call on him, at the Hanking house, the first
time I was passing that way. As you may
easily imagine, I contrived to be passing
that way on a particular early occasion, and
on presenting myself at the bank, I
was
shown at once into Mr. Fauntleroy’s private

My

MAINE,

THURSDAY,

it

i' that nothing i- designed to go, and eanwithout great danger, into this human jug
lung —hut air oi sonic tiling in the air form,
sapor. Why, when during the act of swalo.

g

■

creating

sized man, with a sharp, unwholesome-looking face, and with a llippant, reckless man
net, dressed in a style of shabby smartness.
! eyeing me with a bold look, and not so everj burdened with politeness as to trouble liimi self about taking oft' his hat when he came
| in. 1 had never seem him before in my life,
| and I could not form the slightest conjecture
from his appearance toward guessing his
position in the world. He was not a gentleman, evidently; but as to fixing his whereabouts in the infinite downward gradation
of vagabond existence in London, that was
1
a mystery which 1 was totally incompetent
to solve.
‘•Is your name Trowbridge ?” he began.
“Yes,” I answered, dryly enough.
“Do you bank with Marsh, Stracey Faunt1
leroy and Graham ?”
?”
; “Why do you ask
“Answer my question, and you will know.”
“Very well, I do bank with Marsh, Stracey,
F iuntleroy and Graham—and what then ?”
“Draw "out every farthing of balance you
have got before the bank closes at five to-

day.”

I stared at him in speechless amazement.
The words, lor an instant, absolutely petrified me.
“Stare as much as you like,” he proceeded,
coolly, “I mean what Isay, Look at your
clock there. In twenty l.iinites it will strike
five, and the bank will be shut. Draw out
every farthing, I tell you again, and look
sharp about it.”
“Draw out my money!” I exclaimed, partially recovering myself. “Are you in your
right senses ? Do you know that the firm I
bank with represents one of the first houses
in the world ? What do you mean—you, who
arc a total stranger to me—by taking this extraordinary interest in my affairs? If you
want me to act on your advice, why don’t
you explain yourself ?”
“I have explained myself. Act on my
advice or not, just as you like. It don’t matter to me. I have done what 1 promised, and
there’s an end of it.”
lie turned to the door. The minute hand
of the clock was getting on from the twenty
minutes to the quarter.
“Done what you promised,” I repeated,
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curious sensation.

THEIU EVIDENCE BOILED DOWN.

1

oughly inspect the elegant dwelling of David
l’eiree, Esq., recently erected in this city; and
among the many interesting objects pertaining to
iik
it, none struck us so forcibly, both as a matter of
cvYiug. hiughter, or some such art. slightly opens beauty and utility. as the inside finishing wood for
iiulc clapper that is designed to keep till solids doors, easements. &c., which is entirely of white
.d liquids out of the wind pipe, u very few drop* spruce.
Hitherto, nothing hut nice white pine was
: d pud falls into that tube, “goo- down tho
wrong thought to answer; and as this grew scarce and
i\.
tie- most furious oughing and .strangulation dear, pine still maintained its place, and does still,
*.r«
enutied by it. Vnd if tbr -i few drops in the in a verv inferior quality,—boring out the knots
win 1 pipe cause so terrible “fleets, judge of the roand rotten places to he filled with plugs, putty and
ci
i;t ■>{’ all t!i
jgh medicines which people guz- froth, leaving the work, even after the iiest painti< <io\v u going into the same place as they think.
ing, as many colored as Jacob’s cattle. All this room.
Had a thousandth part of all the medicines our cost and trouble Mr. Peirce obviated by using the
10 snip mm.
rie was as pleasant, a man to speak to as gelling up
r.ind friend recommend, gone whore they thought spruce, which costs less than half as much as pine, is
“Yes,” he .said, with his hand on the lock.
ever I met with—bright, and gay, and com“I have given my message. Whatever hapwouhl. wc could not have lived live minutes: it stronger and more solid, as white as pearl, requires
panionable in his manner—with a sort of
Good afternoon.”
would he a ease of drowning!
neither plugs nor putty, and takes a better polish I easy, hearty, jovial bluntness about him that pens, remember that.
He was gone before I could speak again.
A little way hack we a.-ked you to mark that than
master
to
build
and
about
Persons
attracted
all
liked
The
clerks
pine.
everybody.
I tried to call after him, but my speech sudben is id side nor downward outlet from the workmen will do well to examine this beautiful him—and that is
something to say of a partdenly failed me. It was very foolish, it was
1'his is also highly important to be known; work for themselves, where they will always find ner in a
banking house, I can tell you!
but there was something
t it no sooner does a person, especially a little child,
“Well, young Towbridge,” says he, giving very unaccountable,
Air. Peirce attentive and happy to show them
his papers on the table a brisk push away in the man’s last words which had more than
-lull up*—that i* to have a cold with the forma- round.
half frightened mo.
ion m phlegm in the wind pipe, when down goes
As to the outside, we had our residence at Sears* from him, “so you arc going to set up in
I looked at the clock. The minute hand
I have a
>i>u wunder it d#n't relieve the ease, port, clap-boarded a dozen years ago, with No. 1 business for yourself, are you ?
physii
for your father, and a great was on the quarter.
md repeat dose after dose, till, in feeble persons,
great
regard
have
and
they
given perfect wish to see
spruce clap-boards,
My office was just far enough from the
you succeed. Have you started
m m\
Mnk under the treatment.
Even if this satisfaction. Some
bank to make it necessary for me to decide
predicted they would rot on
Xo?
on the point of beginning,
Just
yet?
;’iiy>ic went into the wind pipe a- you think—but the shady and warp to death on the sunny side.
eh? Very good. You will have your diffi- on the instant. If I had had time to think,
eann a—the • fleet would bo to thrust this phlegm
I am perfectly certain that I should not have
On all sides they are as perfect as when put on;
culties,
my friend, and I mean to smooth
'.own into tic lung* whence there is no escape, as
not a crack made nor a nail started. And as to one of them
profited
by the extraordinary warning that
from
at
the
outset.
away
you
u*
b .vs shown, to produce
had just been addressed to me. The suspicistrangulation and paint—we think the clear spruce free from gum A word of advice for
ear. Bank
private
your
math. So all your physieing in such cases amounts
ous appearance and manners of the stranger;
has a stronger affinity for it than the pine and most with us."
t » .'list this : It goes right by the .-cat of the disease
“You are very kind, sir," I answered, the outrageous improbability of the inference
woods have, and so is more durable. Such at least
the credit of the bank, toward which
without touching it at all, into the stomach and
“and I should ask
has been our experience.
nothing better than to pro- against
i-owels, where then4 is no disease hut what the
lit by your suggestion, it I could. But my his words pointed ; the chance that some understand attempt was being made, by some
treatment makes.
are heavy at starting, and when
Even ihe old expenses
A Beautiful Sentiment.
of mine, to frighten me into embroilNot i- ii much different with emetics. Every
are all paid I am afraid I shall have enemy
they
at
and
timber
in every
gaping
1
little, left to put by for the first year. I ing myself with one of my best friends,
*iliei;;• ha- it* peculiar organ to operate upon; barn, crazy
very
1
try again doubt if I shall be ablo to
an ignorant distrust of the,
every joint, has charms for me.
muster much more through showing
cathartic* upon the bowels, and emetics solely upon
the breathless leap from the great beams in
firm with which he was associated as partner
than
three
hundred
of
cash
the stomach. Hence these have no direct action on
pounds
surplus
the hay. I sit again on the threshold of the
in the world after paying what I must pay —all these considerations would unquestionthe wind pipe and lungs.
Yet tho almost invariahave occurred to me if 1 could have had
widely-opened doors—open to the south wind before 1 set up
my office, and I should be ably
ble praetiei among the people
a- -oon ns a child,
of spring—and watch the cattle whose faces
ashamed to trouble your house, sir, to open time for reflection; and, as a necessary cone\
n Eulc .-ickly infant*,
.stulT- up” the most pow- look half human tome, as they sun themsequence, not one farthing of my balance
an account for such a trifle as that.”
erful and pro>!; ating emetics, as lobelia antimony: selves, and peacefully ruminate, while drop
“Stuff' and nonsense!” says Mr. Fauntlo- would have been taken from the keeping of
on
drills
the
roof
snow
for the eoinuion
croup syrup” s<< mm h used i- by drop the melting
“Are you a banker? What business the bank on that memorable day.
holes through the wasting drifts beneath the roy.
As it was, 1 had just time enough to act,
iii tiinuii) and is too powerful for a man—aj;e freely
to offer an opinion on the matter?
have
you
The first little lambs of the season
I'lu effort of throwing dislodge* a very lit- eaves.
givt-n.
Do as I toll you—leave it to me—bank with and not a spare moment for thinking. Some
totter by the side of their dams, and utter
t c of thi
payments made at the beginning of
us—and draw for what you like.
phlegm from the upper part of the windStop ! I heavy
their feeble bleating, while the llock nibble
the week had so far decreased my balance
hut as with the physic it docs not touch the
haven’t done yet.
When
the
acpi;you open
bv the hay rack, or a pair of rival wethers
that the sum to my credit in the banking book
-••at of the disca-e, it fails to give any sensible recount, speak to the head cashier. Perhaps
the strength of their skulls in an encountry
will
find
that
he has got something to barely reached fifteen hundred pounds.
li* :' iud
a dozen times u day, till the poor sufyou
The
half
in
ter, half in earnest,
proud tell
I snatched up my check book, wrote a
play.
ferer sinks under the barbarous treatment., as we
yon. There! there! go away—-don’t inold roosters crow upon the dung-liill throne,
draft for the whole amount, and told one of
bless
!”
haw ott»*n seen, are these powerful vomitings excite and some
terrupt
mo—good-bye—God
you
delighted member of his family
That was his way—ah! poor fellow, that my clerks to run to the bank and get it cashmile -am hope of doing impossible things—making leaves her
nest, and tells to her mates and to was his
ed before the doors closed. Wliat impulse
way.
medicine- operate on organs <Sod never intended me that there is one more
egg in the world.
1
1
went to the head cashier the next morn- of hurry and bewilderment I can’t say
them tor. To try to make land animals liw* in the The old horse whinnies in his stall and calls
when I opened my little modicum of an acted mechanically, under the influence of
1 look up to the roof and ing
a and vice versa would be just as reasonable.
to me for food.
account.
He had received orders to pay my the vague inexplicable fear which the man’s
Thoi ii neither emetics, cathartics, cough medi- think of last year’s swallows—soon to return
drafts without reference to my balance. My extraordinary parting words had aroused in
infs, nor any thing, except ii the air form, can again—and catch a glimpse of angular sky
cheeks, when I had overdrawn, were to bo me, without stopping to analyze my own
ever go into the wind pipe an l lungs, where all
through the diamond shaped opening that privately shown to Mr.
Do sensations—almost without knowing what I
Fauntlcroy.
was about.
In the three minutes from the
gave them ingress and egress. How Iknow
ougli complaints are located, what call he done?
men
who
start
in
business
find
many young
time when the stranger had closed my door
Take first the i-rofthe.-c children. Every time not, and care not, hut the old barn is a part their
prosperous superiors ready to help them
into
life
and
lias
entered
of
my
the clerk had started for the bank, and I was
myself—it
•*,- v get
cold the tender lining of the nostrils and
in that way ?
me wealth and growth.
I got on—got on very fairly and alone again my room, with my hands as cold
wind.pipe b< •mileslightly inflamed, which causes a given
Well,
where
But L look into the house again,
careful not to forget that as ice and my head all in a whirl.
;-Iilegniy material to run out, just a.* every one has the
life abides which has appropriated these steadily, being
I did not recover my control over myself
small beginnings may lead in time to great
from the nose under the samt* circumstances.
As
things, and finds among them its home. The ends. A prospect of one of those great ends until the clerk came back with the notes in
tin- aii p:i*se* through this in the wind pipe it makes
hour of evening has come, the lamps are
his hand. He had just got to the bank in the
a
—great, 1 mean, to such a small trader as I
purring, rattling sound, which most every one
lighted, and the good man in middle life—- at that period—showed itself to me when I nick of time. As the cash for my draft was
lake* for croup or some horrible disease; which
to
nte—takes
down
he
seems
though very old
had been some little time in business.
In handed to him over the counter, the clock
b' lief cause- all the terrible
dosing before named; the Bible and reads a chapter from its hal1 had a chance of joining in a struck five, and he heard the order given to
terms,
plain
i,s which add pint* of herb drinks, chamber
A sweet mother sits at his
ley, lowed pages.
first-rate connection, which would give me close the doors.
h'-ri's, go.skunk’s grease, and countless like side, with my sleepy head upon her knees,
When l had counted the bank notes and
and position, and everything I wanted, 1
profit
do-»;n. Now the fact is, not one time in a thousand i> and brothers and sisters are grouped reverentI could qualify myself for engaging had locked them up in the safe, my better
provided
Hi' re ii particle ol dauger about such eases.
They ly around me. I do not understand the words, in it by getting good security before and to a sense seemed to come back to me on a sud'■ire simply eases of catarrh, like the
den. Never have I reproached myself before
nose-running, hut 1 have been told that they are the words large amount.
The chapter ends,
ill'i would all get well in a lew days without do- of Hod, and I believe it.
In this emergency, I
of my kind and since as I reproached myself at that mothought
iuan
ing the least tiling tor them, if you would let them. aim wo hu kiiooi uown, aim mu
friend, Mr. Fauntlcroy, and went to the ment. What sort of return had I made for
I fall asleep with my head in the
1 tils awful rattling phlegm is in fact a natural cure prays.
and saw him once more in his private Mr. Fauntloroy’s fatherly kindness to me? I
I remember bank,
Him insulted nun
going on—unloading the vessels which the cold eluiir, and the next morning
room.
hy the meanest, the grossest
of how I went to bed.
After breakdistrust of the honor and the credit of his
has gorged with too much blood. And sec how nothing
-Lucre no was ai me. same lame, wun uic
fast the Bible is taken down, and the good
same heaps of papers about him, and the house, and that on the word of an absolute
the 'reator lias arrangi 1 to get up this, as no human prays again, and again is the
worship
of a
man means can, so there shall be no
choking, as repeated through all the days of many gold- same hearty, easy way of speaking his mind stranger,
vagabond, if ever there was
It was madness—downright madness
to you at once, in the fewest possible words. one.
you fear. Hough is never a diseasi—the disease en
The
converse
of
the fireyears.
pleasant
in any man to have acted as I had done. I
‘•'■tug what makes the cough. In these children's side, the simple songs of home, the words of I explained the business I came upon with
some little hesitation and nervousness, for I could hardly believe in it myself.
T opened
uses the disease is the irritation of and the secreencouragement as I bend over my school was afraid he
might think I was taking an the safe and looked at the bank notes again.
tions in the wind pipe; in all cough complaints task, the kiss as T lie down to rest, the
unfair advantage ot his former business to I locked it once, more, and Hung the key
the cough is one’s best friend, a kind pump to patient bearing* of my restless nature, the
me.
When I had done, ho just nodded his down on the table in a fury of vexation
with
and
raise uji these secretions out of the
counsels
reproofs
mingled
way. Another gentle
head, snatched up a blank sheet of paper, against myself. There the money was, upthat
meets
asthe
and
sympathy
I'liug far better than all your emetics and skunk's approval,
scribbled a tew lines on it in his rapid way, braiding me with my own inconceivable folly,
grease.
Breathing is a double process—hrealgingl suages—all these return to me amidst the handed the writing to me, and pushed me telling me in the plainest terms that 1 hail
in
and breathing out, in young children 30 or 40 I responsibilities which press upon me now, out of the room
by the two shoulders before risked depriving myself of my best and
times every minute. Now if you will reflect a mo- and I feel as if I had once lived in Heaven, I could
say a single word. I looked at the kindest friend henceforth and forever.
had
lost
and
my way.
straying
It was necessary' to do something at once
ment you w ill see that this breathing out is actualpaper in the outer office. It was my security
Well, the good man grew old, weary, and front
that great banking house for the whole toward making ail the atonement that lay in
ly a force pump, moved by heated air from the fell to
with
on
at
last
his
sleep
lips amount, and for more, if more was wanted. my power. I felt that, as soon as I
blessings
began to
lungs, forcing all this phlegm 30 or 40 times a min- for me. Some of those who called him
father,
I could not expross my gratitude then, and cool down a little, there was but one plain,
ute, us fast as it forms, up into the mouth. How lie side
in
the same calm sleep. The
by side
I straightforward way now left to get out of the
then is a child going to suffocate with two pumps others are scattered and dwell in new homes I don’t know that I can describe it now.
can only say that it has outlived the crime, scrape in which I had been mad
enough to
to
the
agoing keep
breathing passages free,—except and the old house and orchard have passed the
disgrace, and the awful death on the involve myself. I took my hat, and without
in those very rare eases of membraneous
croup into the hands of strangers, who have learn- scaffold.
I am grieved to speak of that stopping an instant to hesitate, hurried off to
which usually defy both nature and medical skill. ed or are learning, to look down upon them
death at all; but I have no other alternative. the bank to make a clean breast of it to Mr.
1; will save you a world of anguish and the sick as I do now.
left
beforever
ruined,
Lost,
The course of my story must, now lead me Fauntloroy.
hil l much injury from the injurious help you of- hind, that home is mine to-day as truly as it
When f knocked at the private door and
straight on to the latter time, and to the terII think you render it.
by remembering this al- ever was, for have I not brought it away with rible discovery which exposed my benefactor asked for him, I was told that lie had not been
f
It was the home and
ays: It is rare that a child with these complaints me and shown it to you
my friend to all England as the forger at the bank for the last two days. One of the
\er raises any
tiling to lie seen. You see by the of my boyhood. In it I first found my men- Fauntleroy.
other partners was there, however, and was
tal food and by it was myyoungsoul fashionmotions that some thing comes up into the
I must ask you to suppose a lapse of some working at that moment in his own room.
mouth,
ed.
To
and
me,
through weary years
many time after the occurrence of the events that
when the child gives a swallow, the substance disI sent in my name at once, and asked to sec
sorrows, it has been a perennial fountain ot I have
been relating. During this inter- him. He and I were little better than stranappears and you fancy it 1ms gone back into the
just
and
bepurifying influences, simply
wind pipe again; the result is every time a child delight
val, thanks to the kind assistance I had re- gers to each other, and the interview was
cause it was my home, and is part of me.
ceived at the outset, my position as a man of likely to be, on that account, unspeakably
shows signs of “ raising’" about every nurse and
The landscape comes when I summon it, and
business had greatly improved. Imagine embarrassing and humiliating on my side.
mother makes a rough dive into the child’s mouth I
hear the voices that call me from lips which
me now, if you please, on the high road to Still, I could not go home, I could not endure
and throat with any coarse cloth at hand to preTitmemory makes immortal.
[Timothy
prosperity, with good large offices and a re- the inaction of the next day, the Sunday,
vent this slipping back to its former place; and comb.
spectable staff of clerks, and picture me to without having done my best on the spot to
when this fails, rudely turn the child, already exIn constructing a new street in Paris, a yourselves sitting alone in my private room, repair the error into which my own folly had
hausted to near the death point, on its face shaking
between four and five o’clock on a certain led me. Uncomfortable as I felt at the prosit and giving it smart thwacks on the back, too cemetery used in the
days of the first revolu- Saturday afternoon.
pect of the approaching interview, I should
been
tion
lias
uncovered. Among other hushameful for a dog to receive—till to force this
All my letters had been written, all the have been far more uneasy in my mind if the
phlegm up again. Now nurses and mothers we man remains was found a remarkably beaupeople who had appointments with me had partner had declined to see me.
must speak plain, and tell you that all (his treat- tiful head of a woman, in a wonderful state
been received.
To my relief the hank porter returned with
I was looking carelessly
of preservation. The fair hair still adhering
ment is as useless and inhuman as the
over the newspaper, and thinking about go- a
ignorance to the skull bears the coiffure
message requesting me to walk in.
in
fashion
in
which causes It is
What particular form my explanations and
unnecessary and inexcusable.
ing home, when one of my clerks came in,
1793-94, with twisted and powdered tresses. and
See!
said that a stranger wished to see me apologies took when I tried to offer them is
that
the
doubt
head
is
no
There
belonged to immediately on very important business.
baely In this article we spoke of a little clapper
I was so confused
more than lean tell now.
one of the victims of the revolutionary triwhich instantly shuts down tight over the
“Did he mention his name?” I enquired.
and distressed that I hardly knew what I was
opening bunal, but it is singular circumstance that
into the wind pipe, when there is
“No, sir.”
talking about at that time. The one circumany injurious the
eyes are covered with a black frontlet.
“Did you ask him for it?”
stance that I remember clearly is that I was
things, like liquids and solids in the mouth, which As no mention is made in the chronicles ot
“Yes, sir. And ho said you would be ashamed to refer to my interview with the
might drop into it. Now when by this pumping the time of
those
one
executed
among
any
none the wiser if he told me what it was.”
strange man, and that I tried to account for
process just described those secretions once get up
being blindfolded before mounting the scaf“Does he look like a
letter-write?” my sudden withdrawal of my balance by' reinto the mouth, that clapper
begging
rise
shuts
down
to
has
this
mud:
instantly
fold,
given
discovery
“lie spoke sharp and decided, sir, and ferring it to some inexplicable panic, caused
behind thorn, so that they can no more go hack into
speculation and conjecture.
said it was iH your interest that he came, and by mischievous reports which I was unable
the breathing tills- than your (isti and potatoes can
that you would deeply regret it afterward it to trace to their source, and which, for any'and do when you eat them.
The swallowing
A brakeman named Newton, an employe you refused to see him.”
thing I knew to the contrary, might, after all,
which you see with alarm,—those secretions havof the Fitchburg railroad, fell under tin* ears
“He said that, did he? Show him in at have been started only in jest.
into
the
ing got
mouth, pass down the swallow, at South Acton, Mass., Thursday of las: once, then.”
Greatly to my surprise, the partner did not
precisely as food and drinks do into the stomach. week, and was instantly killed.
lb- was shown in immediately; a middling- seem to notice the lamentable lameness ol
♦Id-

were

House, and

|

!
Their evidence lasted six or seven hours,
“What!” I cried out alond, forgetting the
my excuses, and did not additionally contuse
“That man but can be boiled down into the following reme by
A weary absent third person at the window.
any
questions.
asking
sume :
1
They were anxious to have the crops
look, which ljjad observed on his face when who brought the message—”
ot ’69 moved at as
[ came in, remained on it while I was speak“Hush!” he said, putting his hand upon
high prices as in ’fix, in
order to furnish
transportation to the Erie
ing. It seemed to be an eftbrt to him even | my lips. “There was no better man to be road; but
they saw this could not be done
to keep up the appearance of listening to me; found, after the officers had taken me—I
and when I fairly broke down in the middle j know no more about him than you do —I without a consequent increase in the price of
of a sentence, and gave up the hope of get- paid him well, as a chance messenger, and gold.
PRESIDENT GRANT APPROACHED.
ting any further, all the answers he gave me ; risked his cheating me of the errand.”
The latter being low, they at once
“You sent him, then?'’
was comprised in these few civil commonsought
to ascertain what the financial
“I sent him.”
lace words:
policy of tinis
“Never mind, Mr. Trowbridge ; pray don’t
administration
would
is
no
and
There
to
that end.
My story over, gentlemen.
be,
think of apologizing. We are all liable to need for me to tell you that Mr. Fauntleroy broached the matter first to Gen. Grant on
make mistakes. Say nothing more about it, was found guilty, and that he died by the June 5th. when he was on his wav to the
and bring the money back on Monday if you ! hangman's hand.
It was in my power to Peace Jubilee in Boston. This was at dinstill honor us with your confidence.”
; soothe his last moments in this world
bj ner on board of one of Fisk’s steamers, and
He looked down at his papers as if he was | taking on myself the arrangement of some it appeared in the conversation that Grant
anxious to be alone again, and 1 had no al- \ of his private affairs, which, while they re- was in favor of an
early resumption of specie
ternative, of course, but to take my leave mained unsettled, weighed heavily on his payments.
He was told that this would
I
mind.
went
home, feeling a little
immediately.
They had no connection with the bring a crash; that gold was too low lor
easier in my mind now that I had paved the crime he had committed, so I could do him good business even then.
way for making the best practical atonement the last little service he was ever to accept
PRICK THE BUBBLE.
in my power by bringing my balance back at my hands with a good heart and a clear
Grant replied :
Gentlemen, any way we
the first thing on Monday morning. Still I conscience.
I say nothing in defence of his character— might as well prick the bubble.” Grant was
passed a weary day on Sunday, reflecting
sounded by the witnesses at Long
sadly enough that I had not yet made my nothing in palliation of the offence for which again
Branch, without definite replies, on financial
peace with Mr. F'auntleroy, My anxiety to he suffered. But l cannot forget that in the
set myself right with my generous friend was time of his most fearful extremity, when the topics.
CORBIN COMES INTO THE RING.
so intense that I risked
intruding myself on strong arm of the law had already seized
In the meantime Gould became
his privacy by calling at his town residence him, lie thought of the young man whose
acquainted
on
Saturday. He was not there, and his humble fortunes he helped to build; whose with Corbin, the President’s brother-in-law,
and
some
was
servants could tell me nothing of his where- heartfelt
which
Butplan
developed by
gratitude he had fairly won ; whose
abouts. There was no help for it now, but simple faith he resolved never to betray. 1 terfield was to be made Assistant Treasurer,
which was
to wait till his week-day duties
brought him leave it to greater intellects than mine to re- dent Grantafterwards done. In July Presiwent to Newport, and' Gould
back to the bank.
concile the anomaly of his reckless falsehood
wrote him a letter, which Fisk carried,
I went to business on Monday
argumorning toward others and his steadfast truth toward
half an hour earlier than usual,
reducing the price of gold, sue,
so"great was me. It is as certain as that, we sit here that ing against
my impatience to restore the amount of that one of Fauntleroy’s last efforts in this world ing that the time wa.s near at hand when the
unlucky draft to my account as soon as possi- was the effort he made to preserve me from crops would be moved, and that if the adminble after the bank opened.
being a loser by the trust that 1 had placed istration would not sell gold,' they, Fisk &
Co., would put up the price. Little or no
On entering my office, I stopped, with a in him. There is the secret of my
strange
startled
inside the door. Some- tenderness for the memory of a felon; that reply was made to this, and Corbin was
just
feeling,
thing serious had happened. The clerks, in- is why the word villain does somehow still brought into their confidence.
stead ot being at their desks as usual, were grate on my heart when I hear it associated CORBIN SAYS HE CAN FIX THING WITH GRANT
all huddled together in a
Corbin said lie could fix things all
group, talking to with his name.
right
each other with blank faces. When they saw
with Grant.
assured of this, ilvo
Feeling
me, they fell back behind my managing man,
and
a
half
millions
of
was
THREE MONTHS IN THE WILDERNESS.
gold
bought, halt
who stepped forward with a circular in his
a million for Mrs. Grant and half ;Cmillion
(From tlio Lewiston Journal.
hand.
for Porter. Secretary to the President. The
In September last, E. II. Sleeper of Lewis- rest was
u uuiw u luc
11c s;uu.
news, su r
divided between Corbin and J tv
ton, and Nathan 1’. Moore, of Moscow, left
“No: what is it?”
Gould, for uj) to this time Fisk had tu t
home
for
a
three
lie handed me tho circular.
months’
in
the
forests
stay
My7 heart
bought any gold.
gave one violent throb the instant I looked at of northern Maine. They met at Dexter,
t'iMV
I'UKUIN.
it. I felt myself turn pale ; I felt my knees furnished with traps, tent, boat, cooking
Gould at this stage introduced Fisk to Corutensils, axe, compass, maps, &e. The boat
trembling under me.
bin, and Corbin said that Mrs. Grant’s gold
Marsh, Tracey, Fauntleroy and Graham was made by Mr. Sleeper, of cedar, weighed had been
sold and the profit of twenty-five
80 pounds and carries eight men. They took
had stopped payment.
thousand dollars had been remitted to her at
“The circular had not been issued more the stage coach to Moosehead Lake, .'SO miles
than half an hour,” continued mv clerk. “I from Dexter.
Arriving at the lake, they Washington.
CORBIN BEHIND TIIF. TITRONE.
have just come from the bank, sir. Tho launched their frail boat on its waters, pul uu
Corbin explained to Fisk all his arrangedoors are shut; there is no doubt about it. board their supplies and utensils, and, paddles in hand, hid three months good bye to ments with Gould, and said that he (Corbin)
Marsh & Co. have stopped this morning.”
I hardly heard him: I hardly knew wh o civilization. Reaching the head ot the Lake was behind the throne; that he could regulate Grant; that the government would not
was
talking to me. My strange visitor of the they hired a team to take their boat and luggold; that Mrs. Grant's letters to Mr-.
Saturday before had taken instant possession gage from the North East Carry to the West sell
ot all my thoughts, and his words of warn- Branch of the Penobscot, where they again Corbin said so, and that there need be no uning seemed to be sounding once more in my launched their boat and floated down to easiness.
FISK BEGINS TO BELIEVE IN HIM.
ears.
This man had known the true condi- Chcsuncook Lake settlement, and across the
tion of the bank when not another soul out- Lake. They were told they could not get up
Hsk says that at first he was not disposed
side the doors was aware of it! The last the Amazuxus stream on account of low to believe Corbin, but the latter’s points was
draft paid across the counter of that ruined water. They got Peter Tomar, a faithful so positive that he placed full faith in him.
house, when the doors closed on Saturday, Indian, to accompany them and aid them in
CORBIN WRITES TO GRANT.
was the draft that I had so
bitterly reproach- getting over the “carries,” and Peter in his
To make assurance doubly sure, before
ed myself for drawing; the one balance saved birchen canoe and Sleeper and Moore in their
more purchases were made, Corbin said lie
front the wreck was my balance. Where 80-pounder cedar, fragrant as the pines they
would write to Grant, who was then, Sept.
had the stranger got the information that sought, launched off, got safely up Amazuxus
15, at Washington, l’a., and send the letter
stream
and
across
the
lake
of
same
Indian
had saved me ? and why had he brought it
Fisk’s confidential man. This was done.
by
The
Indian “Pete” helped them across
to my ears?
ring.
The messenger, Chapin by name, reached
I was still groping, like a man in the dark, a mile-and-a-half “carry" to “Mud Pond,”
near Pittsburg, at 7 A. M
for an answer to those two questions—1 was where they laid down thoroughly tired, for Washington,
routed up Grant, handed him the letter; Instill bewildered by the unfathomable mystery rest. Pete snored sonorously; Sleeper slept
road part of it, and went into another room.
id' doubt into which they had plunged me— sweetly : Moore couldn’t do any more.
GRANT SAYS “ALL RIGHT.”
the
Well
next
refreshed,
when the discovery of tho stopping of the
morning they
Iii Id minutes he returned and said
all
bank was followed almost immediately' by a awoke to view the beautiful landscape. They
second shook, far more dreadful, far heavier had reached the water-shed of northern light." Chapin at onee went to the nearest
Amazuxus, over which their boats telegraph olliee and telegraphed to Fisk.
to bear, so far as I was concerned, than the Maine.
had just skimmed, flows into the Penobscot;
Letter delivered. Grant says it is all right."
first.
While I and my clerks was discussing tho Mud Pond—name of ill omen—flows into the
MATTERS
CLINCHED.”
failure of the linn, two mercantile men, who St. John.
They resumed their journey.
Fisk says that on the day before the dark
Chamberlain
Lake
fell
in
with
were friends of mine, ran into the olliee, and Reaching
they
Friday he was with Corbin, who said, All
overwhelmed us with the news that one of abandonee of game and laid their tables un- is now
right; that letter to Grant lias elin< lider lofty trees, spread with duck, luscious
the partners had been arrested for
ed matters.”
forgery.
Never shall I forget the terrible Monday and toothsome, and tisli fresh from the lake’s
THE
DARK FRIDAY.”
morning when those tidings reached me, and clear waters, while old Pete joillily feasted
Fisk & Gould then commenced to buy gold,
when 1 knew that the partner was Mr. off muskrat, his trusty ride ha f brought
down. To the Indian the muskrat is what and it rose from R!7 to 141. and opened nt
Fauntleroy.
141 on the dark Friday.
A broker named
the turkey i- to the Yankee.
I was true to him—1 can honestly
I
say
The last bit of civilized life one nibbles be- Win. Belden asked to participate in the tran-was true to my btdiof in
friend
my generous
—when that fearful news reached me. Mv fore launching utterly forest ward, is to be re- aetion, and gave Fisk power to buy gold for
One Albert Speyers was Belden’On the Chamberlain lake is him.
fellow merchants had got all the particulars membered.
of the arrest. They told me that two of Mr. Chamberlain farm, owned by Coe & Co., of broker. On these purchases gold rose to 14;!.
Bangor—a line farm, says Sleeper, of 250 and Speyers then jumped in for himself till
Fauntleroy’s lellow trustees had come up to acres
of cleared land and a big “wood lot” it rose to 100, believing that it would go
London to make arrangements about selling
Then came the order of Government
out some stock.
On inquiring for Mr. extending to Creenland, if you please. Last higher.
Chamberlain farm raised DUO bushels to sell four millions, which immediately
year
at
the
house,
had
Fauntleroy
banking
they
smashed down the market. And that, said
been informed that he was not there■ and. of grain. To tons of hay, 550 bushels of potatoes. To bushels of turnips, and other crops. Fisk, is the story of the combination.
after leaving a message for him,
they had
herds of cattle, four mule teams, &e.,
FISK SWEARS AN OATH.
gone into the the city7 to make an appoint- Large
here flourish. This farm largely supplies the
ment with their stock broker for a future
on Corbin’s statements of his inRelying
day,
when their fellow trustee might be able to lumbering teams.
(luciice with Grant, Fisk says he sought CurProm
the
foot of Chamberlain Lake old bin after the bottom was out of the
attend.
The stock broker volunteered to
speculamake certain business inquiries on tho spot, Pete helped them carry boat and luggage tion by the Government sales, and testifies
with a view to saving as much time as pos- over the dams and locks to Heron Lake. that he said to him :
You damned old vilsible, and loft them at his olliee to await his Down that they paddled their light canoes lain; this is a hell of a mess you have got
the
or
deadwater,
return.
“Thoroughfare,”
He came back, looking very much through
us into!”
Corbin inquired,
What situation
Fisk replied: “We don’t
amazed, with the information that the stock .connecting Heron and Churchill Lakes. Here are you in?”
bid
to
and
the red man
Pete,
had been sold out down to the last live hun- they
good bye
know; we can’t tell in this exitement; but
dred pounds.
The affair was instantly in- numu unviinh 'ii jii/i.iH'Mi, wilin' UK! wiliir we may be ruined.” Corbin blandly replied,
vestigated; the document authorizing the men welcomed the forest and home in his that it must be a mistake, llis information
shades.
was explicit, that Bout well would not sell
selling out was produced; and the two ample
Near the head of Churchill lake on a high
uusluus
s»;tw
uu li, situj ny siur wiui
and if he had he had doubtless done so
iur. (
gold,
sheltered by century old trees, pines of without
Fanntleroy’s signature, their own names bluff,
consulting Grant. Mrs. Corbin came
made
their
home.
It
into the room and said she agreed with her
forged. This happened on Friday, and the glorious years, they
built
in
a
couple of days, of logs cover- husband.
trustees, without losing a moment, sent the ivas
officers of justice in pursuit of .Mr. Faunt- ed with “pine splits.” They called it “Home
PRESIDENT GRANT NERVOUS.
They used the l*i mpelian chimney
loroy. He was arrested, brought up before Camp.”
She
said
she had a letter from Mrs. Grant,
the magistrate, and remanded on Satur- —a hole in the. roof and built big log tires in
the whole speculation was over, for
wishing
one end of the cabin, wlio.-e
was
firelight
day. On Monday I heard from my friends
it made her husband nervous. Both ot them
cheery, and whose warmth was welcome in
the particulars which I have just narrated.
to go at once to Washington to seethe
No
civilization
nearer
than agreed
chilly nights.
But the events of that one morning were
the President, they said, and have the sale of
not destined to end even yet.
I had discov- 20 miles, the Chamberlain farm.
but they never did this.
While building their home. Moore dislocat- gold withdrawn,
ered the failure of the bank and the arrest ot
BUTTERFIELD IN IT.
Mr. Faunlleroy. I was next to be enlighten- ed his shoulder, lbiddling along the Lake
Gould testified that Gen. Butterfield, tin*
ed, in the strangest and saddest manner, on they thought they saw another gorge on the
the difficult question of his innocence or bank—a steep adoivn which otters slide just Assistant Treasurer, was privy to the specuor guilt.
Before my friends had left my of- as boys slide down in winter. Coming near- lation, and that he had bought one million of
Fisk eonfice—before 1 had exhausted the arguments er, lo ! an otter was seen sliding and sport- gold on Butterfield’s account.
which my gratitude rather than my reason ing down the bank, having the best of fun. eluded his evidence by asking that Corbin.
Moore let him have the contents of his musket Mrs. Corbin and Mrs. Grant be summoned
suggested to me in favor of the prisoner, a —and
leaping to the shore, made a misstep, before the Committee, [Correspondence of
note, marked “immediate,” was placed in
fell and dislocated his shoulder. They got the Boston Herald.
my hands, which silenced me the instant 1
looked at it. It was written from the prison the otter, but Moore paid dearly for his game.
A correspondent of the Augusta Banner
What should bo done—no doctor within
by Mr. Fauntleroy, and it contained two several
says tliaL when the Bowdoinham hank rob“You
lie
down
here
days journey.
lines only, entreating me io apply for the
bers were foiled by Warden lliee’s success in
on the ground,” says
Sleeper. Surgeons
necessary order, and to go and see him imtheir plan to escape through their
must sometimes be extemporized. Moore put defeating
mediately.
to corrupt an officer by means of
Sleeper put his foot attempts
I shall not attempt to describe the flutter himself in attitude.
the money they have stolen, they became exof expectation, the strange mixture of dread against his middle, pulled on his patient’s
tremely offended with him on this account,
arm hard; the dislocated
limb
into
came
and hope that agitated me when I recognized
and there are reasons to fear that one of them,
with
a
thud—the
work
was
done.
A
his handwriting, and discovered what it was place
if he had the opportunity, would serve him
few
weeks
a
careless
effort
dislocated
later,
that he desired me to do. I easily obtained
as the convict Spencer did Mr. Tinker, Mr.
the shoulder again. It was re-set, and for
the order, and went to the prison.
It’s predecessor, by taking his life. Mr. 1!..
The authorities knowing the dreadful situa- nearly two months Moore was Sleeper’s
however, is on his guard.
tion in which ho stood, were afraid of his patient and was fully restored.
settled
in
Well
their
wilderness
it
home,
attempting to destroy himself, and had set was
A man who had several apprentices was
early October. The nights were frosty, accustomed to feed them
two men to watch him.
One came out as
quite largely on bean
the
were
and
and
the
delicious,
days
crisp
they opened his cell door. The other, who delectations
soup. This was all well enough at first, but
of
the
forest
added
avoirdupois after a little while, with each successive soup,
was bound not to leave him, very delicately
and considerately affected to be looking out to their bodies and felicity to their souls. Fir a smaller amount of beans appeared. One
of the window the moment l was shown boughs they slept soundly upon, nor feared
at table, after the good man had said
the denizens of the wilderness—bears whose day
in.
grace over it, a la Squeers, one of the boys,
tracks
were
the
most
formidplenty,
being
lie was sitting on the side of his bed, w ith his
after a scrutinizing examination of his dish,
head drooping and his hands hanging list- able. The routine was to leave the “Home was seen to suddenly rise from his chair and
and
“boat
it”
fora
dozen
miles
north“What are you about
lessly over his knees, when 1 first caught sight Camp”
commence to stiip.
of him. At the sound of my approach he ward, leaving their traps where game was there, Tom?” exclaimed the master, “doin'
started to his feet, and, without speaking a promised, leaving their boat, and taking to dive for a bean!” was the
reply.
word, flung both his arms around my neck. compass penetrate into the forest for game.
Sometimes they marked their way by spotting
heart
swelled
The late Mr. George
My
up.
Peabody was not a
“Tell me its not true, sir 1 For God’s sake trees. In the early part of their stay mink naturalized citizen of Great Britain, and
were unfit to catch, and so they did not try
tell me it’s not true,” was all 1 could say to
hence some land which he owned in England
for them, but trapped in abundance, beaver, has been
him.
seized by the Crown. We can do
out
of
the
while
He never answered—oh me! he never an- otter, sable, muskrat, &e.,
nothing
by
way of retaliation in kind, ns outcrystal depths of the lake they hooked cusk, law permit aliens to own land here ; but we
swered, and he turned away his face.
There was one dreadful moment of silence, speckled trout, lake trout, white lish in abund- have it in our power to take a fearful revenge.
lie still held his arms round my neck, and on ance. Their table was served with what a We can seize the British Minister at Washprinces might covet, and the appetites they ington and force him to attend one of Gen.
a.sudden he put his lips close to my car.
“Did you getyour money out?” he whisper- enjoyed princes might search for in vain.
Grant’s weekly dinners, or to listen to Sumed. “Were you in time on Saturday afterner’s speech on the Alabama claims. We
noon?”
A celebrated wit was asked if ho knew could do both in fact; but it hardly probable
1 broke free from him in the astonishment Theodore Hook.
Yes,” replied he ; “Hook that the world would sustain ns in two such
of hearing those words.
I acts of cruelty.
and eye are old associates.”
[Prentice.

THE PEABODY DEMONSTRATION.
Uie

long expected ships bearing the remains of the great philanthropist arrived at
Portland on Thursday. The Monarch, which
bore the body, is the finest ship in the British
navy, a powerful iron-clad of over five thou-

fciqmbticatt

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

is

a

very fine

ship

class, and celebrated for her speed.

1870.

—BY—

II.

SIMPSON,

PROPRIETOR.
of her
In advance, $2.00 a year;
Subscription Terms.
The within the year, $2.50; at the expiration oltlie year $3.00.
EDITOR AND

inch ot

Advertising Terms. For one square, (one
monitors Terror and Mianlonomah were at
length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 2.5 cents tor
Portland, awaiting the arrival of the fleet. each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square charged as a lull one.
The presence of the ships has caused great
Executors and Guardians

VIRGINIA IN THE UNION.
The passage of the bill by which the raili-1
cals profess to go through the farce of ad-1 Tho

de-

Administrators,
local excitement,and drawn thither crowds of
siring their advertisements published in the Journal,
\ isitors.
The ships were thrown open to the will please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so
directed is withheld from this paper.
public, and have been, especially the Monarch,

called of the Lord to

lay

aside his sacred

in

libel

suit

between

two

editors.

George

robe, bestow a farewell kiss on the sisters of Wilkes is editor of the Spirit of the Times,
his Hock, and transplant himself to the Treas- a sporting paper, devoted to horse racing,
ury at Augusta? Can the Whig remember fishing, shooting, prize-fighting, ike. George
how the brethren gathered around the Elder is a radical after the siraightest seal, and
and looked upon the wouderous accumula- made for himself a cheap reputation during

”iii

affection which cannot fail. You will return
from a mightier victory than your guns in their fact was squeezed as dry as a contribution
proudest triumph shall ever win. You will hear a box? Can the
Whig recall with what alacrity
nation's gratitude, reverence and love.

snowing

soldiers

were drawn up in line and reversed
The British marines marched up to
the entrance, and after opening right and
lelt, reversed and grounded arms. The City
Government were drawn up at the entrance
to receive tiie body.
The coffin was taken
from the ear and borne up through the opened ranks of the City Government, followed
bv the pall bearers, the mourners, Mayor
Putnam, Admiral Farragut and staff, C.apt.
Crommercll and the British officers, the Legislature, and the members of the City Council- No other spectators were admitted.
The coffin was silently
placed upon thecataialipie, which was surrounded by burning
tapers. The guards wore placed, and C'apt.
< 'vimmcroll,
having fulfilled his trust, accompanied by Admiral Farragut, retired.

The extent to which sales of merchandise arc
made by sample is very great, hut yesterday
discovered it was greater than we lmd before
conceived. A farmer who lias a large quantitv of
excellent dry hard wood cut and split stove size, is
leaving sample sticks at residences in this city, offering io deliver wood like sample at such a price,
fbewiston Journal.
now
we

The ice now being cut below Gardiner is of
splendid quality, black and fourteen inches thick.

saw,

and

it was discovered that a stream from
Wilkes, who must be singularly thin-skinthe treasury had been running into the pocket ned, claimed that this pointed at him and
of Brother Somes, the radical Congressman, was libellous. II" went to law about it, and
at Biddeford, and another into the pocket of the jury returned a verdict for the defendant.
.BrotherNeal Dow, (where Bradish Johnson’s And the verdict of the public is that it served

ging,

spoons afterwards went )—and another stream

iniquity

j

We shall publish the document more fully
Now, having got bold of the

next week.

in

this

city,

Reimblicans

fled

Canada.
backsliding l lenua-raevivard.

are

[Whig.

There is no inducement for thieving republicans to join the Democracy.
They have
nothing to do with public expenditures except to help pay them. If men like ITasty
want fit

associates, they will stay where they
they can get, and then claim

are, steal all

from the Whig the same sympathetic defence
it accords to the paper credit thieves. The
Whig’s mantle of charity is broad enough to
all rogues who support its party. Wo
are expecting every day,to see it defend Judas
Iscariot, on the ground that no witness can
cover

produced who saw him take the thirty
pieces of silver, and that lie ought to have

he

the benefit of the doubt!

Therefore

remc-in-

licr, oh, radical thieves—your motto should
not be ‘-steal and run,” but “steal and stay’’
—and vote

as

you behave.

Mr. Bliss, of Washington, stuck to his determination that the Legislature, in a body,
with the governor and other officials, -hould
visit Portland to do honor to the remains
Peabody, and carried the proposition

of Mr.
over

much

opposition.
it eminently

We like his

pluck,

proper that the demonstration of respect was made. The deceased, though an American hy birth, had
so endeared himself to the people of Lngand think

land. by his large-hearted charities, that the
Queen ordered his remains to be conveyed
hither with the greatest demonstrations of
respect. It would have seemed narrow and

niggardly

to accord to the occasion no

cognition,

not

ev.-n

re-

the respect of the pres-

of the Legislative body, but a few
The action taken will not
hours distant.
ence

fail to be commended

by

the

people

of the

State.

right.

An editor who can’t defend himself

State Prison.

over

The next paint of
A clerk in the Sh wheg-m p.,.- ..fW»*
is in
the Isle oi Shoals, otf the, Ww for
robbing the mails.
Hampshire coast, which showed, as us- pass- Then- is a proposition on foot to nmkt Ki*■•!
ed, a thriving village of white buildings a h ight'S governor of tin-territory of st. homingI h* r*- at
noted sununer resort. From the northern
great f» ar- of a short crop of in?.
was

side, shoreward, there stretched long lines
of breakers, as white and hnngrv-luok'ug as

i’tie
mad*-

>-it of 111- i Jnperor of Austria to Jeruxuh n
gr* ai to- among tin Yrab>, who mad*- Ina t iunn-liaM.
ni-ni. Tin* Jew-regard

\
a

journey
the tangs of.a wolf. The large hotel of the ed his pie>. nee a- tin fullilnicr.! -*t tin- prophe. ...
Isaiah, •Kings shall eonn* unto thee.” w
locality was burned year before last, and
hr. l. idd is now
reinstated on tin- old
(.'apt Stanloj mentioned that he had headed whi r.- he was whenfuiiy
tins great lire raged on Hr.. ..I
the steamer for it at one time during a night j Street year ago last New Year*-night. H* has
large, new, and most admirably arranged and a
passage, thinking it a burning vessel.
| pointed store. It is tilled from cellar to attn- with
As we approached Cape \nn the fishing a large and wa II selected stock of fivdi goods.
*■< di, whistle, and I’ll conn- to
you my l.-nld.'
vessels became frequent, the craft that suprBangor Ilemoerat.
ply Boston and other markets with fresh lisle
Fllsworth supports an e\. II- nr our-e of pul.
They fish generally in dories anchored at lectures tliis winter.

strong from the soutli-

ast, and brought with it that peculiar roar
of the surf on the outer islands which tells
(

practiced ear that times are lively at
Neptune in a dangerous mood.

sea, and old

»

short distances from their vessel, looking like
A Boston husband, for spite, cut ofl* tin* Iwautiio
a hen and chickens.
We passed close to one blonde hair from his wife, a- sin- slept, and eaud
her now without ringing his moth r-in-law
d
that had seven of these frail little boats out. hell.

The steamer that seemed so long in coming,
when she did appear, loomed suddenly large

'•

out of the mist anil rain, as if she had exthread, the Legislature must keep pulling at
But she
it until the whole iniquitous web is unravel- perieneml a miraculous growth.
was only the same staunch Katahdin, that
led. The people will be content with nothsailors so admire for her sea-going qualities.
Shall
ing less than a thorough exposure.
>o we all bundled onboard, old and
young,
they have it ?
men and maidens, mothers and babies.
The
it not to be frightened otf by
transit
baby
.1. A. Hasly, Postmaster ami trailer at Wslerhoro', has absconded. He obtainc-l thousands of wintry weather: The linos were east otf, the
dollars hy foreina; tiicnainesof stthstatitiai eilizens.
of the engineer’s bell was heard, and
he has
to
Too many jingle
II is said that

..

interest

dragged over forty
Augusta. Il wn>
stormy afternoon that greeted llie passengers
on the pier.
The damp snow had turned to

to tlie

passed

to undertake the duties.

on

was

tumble in tin

a

price of coal.

a-

rather than drag or be
miles of a hard road to

rain, the wind

wealh-r is eausing

warm

sweep eomplotelv
i
the rock, and in the great
i ln Lewiston Journal tells a story that in a
'September gale
i
the keepers lost their boats, nets, and fishing recently on trial in thm State t witness incidental
lv stated that tie r wer* till*
posts in his h
j
apparatus generally. It must be a lonely yard. !L;ing ask I .vied 11 n• v were there for. 1»
with >omi* In -itation that hi- three ehil.Ii* a
replied
aud secluded life, Imt there is no lack of men
were buried there !

the 27th, having business
1 chose to incur these perils,

Nevertheless,

we

| heavy storms the seas

•a:ml save u- all from a death like that—
On the reef of Norman's Woe."

And finally, viewing :lif wbole matter of these
so called "paper credits" in tin; best light of all the
facts that we have been aide to obtain, and the 1st
reasoning we have been able to apply to it. it othe
honest conviction of tlu; Commissioners that the
whole transaction was wrong and iniquitous—a
wrong to the Government then struggling for its
very existence—a wrong to the people of the municipalities whose money was paid away—and a
double anil cruel wrong to the brave men of the
army then lying in the trenches of the Appomattox
and the James; and that all who actively participated in it. or passively consented to it have an unpleasant account to settle with their own cunseieiices and self-respect at least, if never with the
wronged people and institutions.

GENERALIT IES.
Tin

Sumter eounf y. Via., lias a negro represent a! i
close inside that famous bea- wln> is the eliatnpjnn sleepist of the house. H
sleeps all day, and has to be aroused to draw bis 1
con.
It stands on a bare rock, perhaps half tion* and
mileage.
an acre in extent, Irom which shoots
There i- -.ii
up the
litor in the I,-gMature, mil)
column of granite that hears the lantern. In in the Fit Mm*- < .nv< ntion. and none in »h

and

with a.man in each, pitching and tossing on
the wintry sea.
How tie
manage t.i a n
in them is

a

mystery to

I, <
Fifing, of lY -n/MMf. m if. of brig Win. V
A<l:iui<. f,;Jl overboard in Fast Rv* r Xew York <n
III !>tli iti-t. and \valia-wiied, siys ..nr com
Fllswortli American.
pondant at Treinont.

It seems like

mo

cold, hard, dangerous and exhausting work.
j Tennyson writes-

!

“l'■ *T*"
American.

>h. well for the fisher lad
That lie >iiigs in his ti ,-tt on the hay."
if those poor fellows snug that morn"I

;

j

But

correspondent

:1

1-

the

of

Fil-w

,v

it Titus A

Tin y arc talking of giving Mrs. I
sion of sJihn) a year.

,dn

in

Ml'-. Stanton think- that

every mini-' r vv
ing, it must have been mournful music. How uses tin* word “obev" in the marriage >, r\ \
j dioiiid I»,1
little a large part of the world appreciates ;
impeach, d. The M-tho li-ts have dr
we were off.
l"*d the word from their form of tic
mv.
the toil hv which their fellow men will the
Near Camden, where there is a break in
The acknowledgment ol woman's rights
-mbread they eat.
io he
the. barrier of islands, we got a taste of the
ijuite necessary, judging from
-tory t«dd 1
1
(
Passing ape Ann. with its double light, he A ugusta Journal •: y mi g I w h >, ti t\
outside weather, which made even our
ing from Winthrop to August -. bv’-tag- t,.,.k
we were in Boston Bay, amid a thickening
boat
her
sides.
“Shall
[•recaution to provide hcrseli with a warm --»i[
incline
steady-going
crowd of vessels, and thence to the city, the stone for her feet, and to enseoma tin
n
we go outside?" was the question each asked
At Ka-t Winthrop a man entered tic
di, an !
So greatly had the
run had few incidents.
I compelled tic- young la !v to ahaichm leu vv.n-n
of the other, and which no one could answer
head wind detained us that it was fully place in tic* corner, and appropriated both s u
with certainty. Having the privilege of the heavy
to hi- own use.
o'clock in the afternoon when the pas- soapstone
three
pilot-house, where the authority of the boat
A! latest accounts. I’rinei \; thur wa- at W tlanded.
resides, 1 had passed some time there, but sengers
ington, attending ball-, -tat 1 > dime r i utii -. -»n !
So much space has been taken up in getting
was in wiser than the rest.
There was, in
enjoying the whole much is a li-h eniovs bring
that there is no room to speak of what dryland
Tliey do say, ho better enjoy* tic frthe face of Capt. Rich, that which testified to here,
the city* affords of interest. My sojourn aud f* i-v talk "f his boon companions, plcntv .»?
and
and
resolution,
|
experience, judgment
> ietv
in it- incidents hut urn word eliami mate. ai;d tic
of ladies less fastidi »u
there was abundant skill and knowledge nfj comprises
than those h ill is at. t!i" White Hon-.*. R<.\"business."
1
haven't,
even looked it. t • pay
!
the coast and its dangers in dapts. Unix and
will be boyniv respeets to the Cardiff Giant, who holdStanley, the pilots. Why need a landsman,
The looking-glass.-^ in the Intcui.il Revenue otout on Washington street.
The weather is
W aslnngi
li'
at
a
.-I s.idJnmi.
Rut even tie
[therefore, bother his head about what was
warm lor winter, with no snow will not enabli
tic .»i!i nils to -, e thciiis»-lve- ,[committed to those so much 'bier? It was j exceedingly
others
them.
[F.v.
to he seen, and heavy overcoats-are a burden.
the
ate lamented” A. Lincoln who said that
\ \ •ung lady in Vermont recently killed a skunk
Three years ago till- month. I found tie
it isn’t, worth while to cross a river until you
with a butcher knife. Shcsays tic- hatfl-* i- n--L a
streets of Boston impas-able from ho..w vv iv to tic -trung.
get to it—and that question of crossing what
snow-drifts, llusim
men complain of a
Five negroes who murder-*d Col. t deman, tmi
some of tiio later geographers call the Gulf
lack of trade, but the hotel' are full. The Nashville. Were taken from jail at night, by anted
of Maine, when we should got to it, was disAmerican House pp. ode tell me tiler haven’t men. and slot on the *_»7th.
missed. But it was observable, when all the
Idle R 'sfon Soilji 11 oils, i ui operation, an t
had so many guests at one time since the
freight was in at Rockland, that the wheels
Friday dispensed tic fluid t-* TH hungry applicantJubilee
great
stood still, the steam quietly hissed at the esThe Kansas ll-.u-e t.f Representatives has r
j
cape pipe, and the officers gathered in the
levied if- ei.-rk in riioline. Mi-- « atnpbell.
THE TREATMENT OF VIRGINIA.
engine-room and told stories. Then it was
Gen. Morgan, member of Congress from
Capt. Hall w aul- ih Fiihe-i crates to fttnii'l.
known that we were to stop till the weather
Ohio, is a soldier of g.I record ami a man two vi’ss.-i- to aid in his Arctic dkeoverv.
;ch.vnged—for the rain still came spitefully of first rate ability. A graduate of West
In I’rovideue
Mir waM r
i,
k- | f.v
or the roof, and the scud tlew over head.
md -hot thr-mgli tic- ti.-.g. r. Mr*
Point who had retired to civil life, he rallied Mrs. Sulelifl*.
1
Then the passengers betook themselves to
M. alleges that the wound, d woman had
nti
at the call of the government, and followed
talking business and polities, spinning yarns, McClellan into West Virginia, where the con- away her husband. Tic parties move in high life.
It is estimated that not le.-s than me th ais-ucl
a id
playing the great national game of federates received their first cheek in 1m 11. dollars
a day ha- bemi |o-r to himh--rm> n
in thein-hre. One pious man—T would give his We shall not soon
v
icinity m l-Y-t Ma-hia- River, t.»r f c-k *.f -n
forge! the Hem sal's Ho and
ifoi
hauling
and
I
if
knew
Book
read
the
logs,
-.pars
fame
pile-.
it—attentively
rpient defence of McClellan when hi- nomiof Lamentations in the cabin Iiihle.
A t in. mill'
StandPni’k itea!--r • oitldii't stand tie
nation was assailed in the ('Meugo '’-imvoi
>*
1
u
I
-V’I
u
f
W
1«
g
pl
W
IV h< -e-jr |J,/ J, ,|
J
ing by the lower-dark gangway, 1 noticed a lion
fair, si» hr-gave tlc-m a .lr-»\•• ; p,
j-j,,.
by Tong of Ohio, and Hat ris ot Me ; ehiii-eh
man conducting ashore two others, whose
gill- '!i -ve tlcm avvav in high a! -i
land. While the Virginia l.ii' w-i tun
l'!c ears of tic- Fa-lorn Kadr -ad ran oil'll,.-tops caused a rattling of chains.
They t sideration, Gen. Morgan made a telling
trek in < hel-ea and knocki 1 over a man*- house.
were convicts, going to the State Prison
its
OH
faith
inconsistencies,
speech, exposing
A -hip captain iti San Frau, is, o killed mf thyoung, and not by any means hardened look- and fraud, from which the
following i- all rats in the h dd by vaporizing a few mint >t «ju -|
and over whose late
•'

--

■

j

1

1

—

A correspondent of the Bangor Whig,
writes from Belfast along and circumstantial account of the supposed burglar. Ham-

ing,

oorhaps loving

; extract—

i I vcr.
rite met hod s u
rat-, and flic next
was under the doctor’s

s

hearts far away were breaking.
Mr Speaker, it is nor pivb-ndcd by any gentleI was dimly conscious during the night. ! man on the part of the majority that Virginia has
not complied with very requirement of the l-ceonlin, now in jail here, in which, among other by (lie sou-ids of the bell in the engine-room struetion art-. The gentleman from M a -a • 1111
setts, (Mr. Butler) does not so contend. The honthat
we
were
and
the
afterwards by
starting,
things, lie is accused of having hurrahed for
orable gentleman from Illinois, (Mr. Farnsworth)
Seymour in IStiS, and charged with attempt- ceaseless roll from side to side that we were who has inst taken his seat, admit-that sir ha-.
Those requirements Were declared by art,, of .ining a rape about the same time. Whv. Mr. out at sea The writer hereof is inclined to gress
to he conditions precedent to tIn .nltni—ion
think
that
his
as
an
is
riser
reputation
of Virginia to representation upon thi- tl m; fii n
early
Whig, it isn't a year since there was a black
Virginia has complied with ell engross demanded.
republican lntng at Thomaston for a rape not first rate with those who have oportuni- Congress
demanded that Virginia should ab.ei-h
ties to know. That's because, when ashore, slavery, and slavery was abolished. ( ongiv-- defollowed
a
double
committed,
actually
by
manded that Virginia should repudiate hoi \vm
murder.
And it didn't require an official everything is expected to lie found just a- ii
debt, and. ill obedience to the demand, tin dele
was
left
over
But
sea
if
at
want
was
night.
to
take
down
you
the facts, either.
repudiated. < ougivs- demanded ttiat the rigid
stenographer
to know how things are, it. is necessary to of suffrage should he conferred by Virginia on the
in compliance with tin
negro, and it was dom
So. an demands of Congress \ irginia placed tin negro in
The only matter of interest in Congress, get out and prospect for yourself.
\
ia
box:
and
the
irginia at this moment injury
hour or more before sunrise, 1 arose and
save the Virginia admission, has been the
gro juries try the causes of white men. Congiv-.
controversy between Dawes and lien Butler, with some difficulty became •■clothed and in ^ demanded riiat tin negro in Virginia should tie d
lowed a place in tin hall of her State Legi.-latiir
overthe public expenditures. Ben replied to my right mind." Stepping into the passage I and at this
moment negroes are making l ea-to
Virginia.
Dawes, in a speech till ol vituperation and way, there was not a soul in sight save the j govern the State
ongivss 1 mainl
that Virginia should ratify the thirteenth an n
sharp personalities. Dawes rejoined calmly engineer at his post, watching the piay of inent. and Virginia lid so". Congress demanded
and with dignity, but with lads that made the bright machinery and listening in the that. Virginia should ratify the fourteenth amendment and \ irginia complied. As a linai unlit ion.
the hero of Big Bethel wince a- though he deep, strong breathings of the engine. Mov- Congress before the
ottntry pledged :t- lai*h to
1
Tin victory dceid allv ing cautiously to the forward deck, I looked Virginia that upon tin ratiti.-stion of tin lid ,uh
was being skinned.
amendment -In should lie entitled to repiv-.-uta
out upon the sea. The moon hung a crescent
rests with Dawes.
lion
this
Tile

day

vate-1.

j

The radian who stabbed ami killed a peaceful citizen in New York, remarked that he

against capital punishment, to this fact. Some
point to several recent murders in
Maine, as evidence that the hanging of Harno

1
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glass trout, and
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gale, and passed

l’ritiee l’i-UTe Ronapartt i-fc. iutle»r
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Reporter -ay-.

Two j mii! own: rs of a leu-, in Fan-. III., -u! In'
on tic* matter of moving it
l ie* one wiedc-ir- i reuv»\ dtlicreupon -aw -d tic- Icu-e
exactly
in halves, and carried oti his -h n- in
triumph.

agiy,

was

beam eni-'i

1 Ids head.
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engineer had of th a cleii: \v
running into th. engine room.
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RAILROAD DAMAGES.

ving

us like a phantom.
A few
bill abolishing all free matter in the
white
wheeled
and
circled
sea-gulls
ahead.
mails lias passed the House, and is Indore
'Save tlie.se there was no sign of life on the
the Senate.
(I is doubtful whether it Insea.
In the east a hank of clouds caught
comes a law.
Some of the Representatives
the glow of the coining sun, and realize,d
who voted for it arc doubt ful about the policy
looming
of restrictin')' the free circulation of news- Tennyson's gorgeous figure— ‘•a
bastion, fringed with tire."’
to
Senator.defeat
and
are
paper-,
urging
The pilot-house is always a cosy nook t.o
the bill.
me. ..lingly comfortable with its coal
and desirable to a sight seer from itMasonic. The following officers of Amity lire,
elevated
look-out
Here are the eves, the
Bodge wen* publicly installed at. tin hall of
the Bay View House, in < amden. on the -ve- ears, tin' perceptions of the vessel, so far as
navigation and safety go Here the course
iling of the 2Gth—
II. H. Cleveland. W. II.: It. E. Paine, S. W.; J). is laid, dangers watched for. weather observW. Russell. .1. \\ : .1. W. Scott. Treas. i:. (,. ed, consultations held,
reports made, and ill
Knight, Sce’y: b. M. Kenniston, S. !>.; C T. !lo>- the events
of
the
And are
<
( ooper.
passage noted.
lner, J. !).; Basilio Console, S. S.; II.
J. S.; \V. A. Carson, Tyler: •!.(*. Mirick, Chapnot written in a book—even the logthey
lain: VC. C«. Adams. Marshal: (L \\ Thorndik*
book?
From this point bull-wires, like
Agent.

flowed this way, and another that, until the with his own gray goose quiII. and put tinlaugh back on his assailant, had better leave
The following officers of the
Shepherd stood revealed as a defaulter?
the
to
to
the
Now we have
profession. Especially must he be lacking Chapter were installed by M. K
say
Whig that there
is another Elder Peek case at Augusta, and in brains and self-respect when lie goes onton, P. II. P.

ifell in Newark ha
,-liing -#! the lam'

a

Wi-- t eiglitr, n, |.
utlv : i\ l,
Yb. ( mu;., uid und-4 an
married a adored gentleman, of ebniiv hm*
i* long ug in
Mar.shpei
!

llieir own. Would it not better bethis liousi—would il not better become ( onits
to
own faith in the present moment,
gross— keep
instead of exp;v--:ng fears ttiat the people of tin
South will not keep llieir faith in the future;' sir,
it i- my intention to vote against this lull, bee ni-i
it imposes new conditions which are unconstitutional, arbitrary. mid unjust. And as t'artliagi became forever infamous by
inn Punic faith, so will
tin's Congress he known to history a- the pertidiouif these nnwi-e and atisurd conditions are enforce I
against Virginia.

sailor with ms hands on the wheel and eves

v sa

—

come

broad-shouldered

unpan

trenien

Idc-bridge connecting Reek- m ucl \ u
lea-ed to person- who II-e it for -licit ti- .:iu
n-li arc exp. rted t-» X-w > ,-rk m l R

pose

sending the spray over the deck forClimbing the ladder into the pilothouse, 1 found only Capt. Stanley, peering

cited.

A

fifteenth amendment

eharg

in the west, the stars were bright, and tin- rati lied, and non
*
.ingress. in violation of it■'l'1- i‘" i!>, o| -te.iin.'i I!.i-i tu On
solemnly di e.ared faith, denies to Virginia tiiat -tanth killed in Boston barber -<n *11•
sea was white with the caps of waves driv-u
renresentation which was pledged to her'. Gentlebefore a strong westerly gale right in our men have -aid that they were afraid to trust tin was endeavoring to sp, tk to th eng n
faith of tin inulli. and now they iinblusliinglv pro- tile hole beside lie' pt-t m
!. »v
teeth, and into which the boat was plowing,
to violate

hadn't much to tear -that hanging for murder in New York was played out. \Ye call often
the attention of the paper.- who arc arguing ward.
of them

door.

uiioii

cd < l dm t
tic \vh »le ship’s

! lie sic j
been detected in too inich
of hi- tloek.

1

Still, how many murders on the compass. To avoid the force of the
been
have
but for that wind and sea, the boat had been headed in
committed,
might
“Dying of Criticism,” from which the follow- hanging, cannot lie known except to the shore, and was running closer to the land
ing is an extract—
than usual, with the coast near Saco in view.
Searcher of hearts.
The second Sampson is an editor and not a popa coaster came li
before the

ular orator. He opened bis infant eyes upon this
earth. Heaven knows how, when or where. He
grew to manhood loving Governor Seward mi.eh
because he refused to pardon a youthful indiscreThe cofl'in was then placed upon the funer- it enlisted in the Elder’s defence?—how it tion. For a while he made his home on the Pacific
coast, teaching the adventurous men of that golden
al nr, which was draped with black broadutterly refused to believe that the smooth and land
the value of law and order; winning immorclot u and velvet with silver fringe, covered
sleek shepherd of the Portland flock, the tality as the friend and heir of the murdered Broby a canopy surmounted by an American
of the elect, even the Lord’s derick, and then returning to New York with the
eagle, and drawn by six black horses with champion
spoils of friendship, to establish a sporting paper,
sable plumes and sweeping covers ofblack anointed, could have done this thing?
gaining fresh laurels by driving the genial William
broadcloth, while the Portland Band played
Does the Whig remember bow, by the ef- T. Porter, a ruined man, into a drunkard’s grave.
Since then he has
at many a prize tight, lias
a
dirge. The procession arrived at City liall forts of the Democratic editors, the Legisla- been an honored figured
guest at the Palace of St. ,1 nines
at I'd. hi.
it
that
had
now
Notwithstanding
without the knowlei I?*' of the
assisted in
eommnced
fast the streets in the ture was compelled to order ail investiga- carrying on a stupendous war Queen;
by speculating in
tion?—that
and
substitutes.
by patient
persevering digvicinity were crowned with spectators. The

arms.

respecting

The report says:

tions of the treasury?—how Deacon This and the war by attacks on Gen. McClellan. ReBrother That and Sister So-and-so wanted a cently the Turf, Field and Farm, Saunders ris had
few shekels each?—how the air presently 1). Bruce, editor, published an article entitled

grew thick with rumors that the Elder was
vi
in: >r;t
>v Hl’Hn* I|(»
uj»"ii
mysteriously came.—You will return without him, in trouble—that the brethren couldn't respond
but not void.—You will bear treasures of memory
with the shekels—that the state treasury in
and
mu'

we

Times Ahead !
was finished last week, !
Boston. Jan. 27, 1870.
when the bill received the Presidential signaTho Report of the Commissioners on the
It is but a pleasant, pastime, a holiday exture. It will be found in another column. Of
Equalization of Municipal War Debts, has cursion, to make a trip from our city to Bosits many illegalities and absurdities we do been
printed and laid before the Legislature. ton in the summer months. When the sun
not now propose to speak, but rather to no- As was
expected, it contains some strange, is baking the soil, and the earth quivers with
tice some of its probable eifects. The same
though not unexpected developemeuts. The the ascending calorie, it is grateful to escape
process it to be gone through with in res- Commissioners, as
they proceeded in their to (lie sea, and cool the heated blood with
pect to the remaining states of Texas, Mis- work, stumbled on those paper men in tin
the salt breezes, to open the window of the
sissippi and Georgia—the term-of unpare the claims for reimbursement by certain towns, stateroom at
night and find the temperature
terms of all. When the process is completed, the and like honest men. declined to cover
up reviving. But a passage in January ! How
turn in the tide of radical affairs will have come. the
iniquity and allow the, people to pav a it brings up visions of storms, and snow, and
The Democrats hold, and we have before ex- second time for men that had never been
sleet, and an iron-bound coast—such as
pressed the views in these columns, that our furnished. The facts which they set firth
Longfellow pictured in the “Wreck of the
first care should he to get the States into the justify all that lias been said and surmised
Hesperus,” when in sang—
Union, and out from military control. With
of these transactions.
tho

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers
of great interest. The presence of
changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper,
Admiral Farragut, Gov. Chamberlain, and has been sent us well as that to which it is to go.
other distinguished gentleman, have added
the return ot peace, order and self-govern45F*S. M. Pettexgill & Co., G State St., Boston
ana 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
interest to the occasion.
of calm consideration and unbiased
ment,
advertisefor procuring subscriptions and forwarding
The following is a sketch ot the
ments.
weighing of the public good, will come a re4^-S. It. Niles. No. 1 Scollay's Building, Court St.,
Ceremonies at Landing.
turn to Democratic ideas and principles.
this
for
advertisements
receive
to
is
authorized
Boston,
flic Maine Legislature, accompanied by paper.
But the radical politician counts on the
is
an
au10G
C.
Street,
Evans,
Washington
43rT.
manv ladies, arrived at an early hour and go- thorized
agent ot this paper.
negro vote of the south to keep in the con4£®-Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New 1 ork,
ing on board the revenue steamer Mahoning,
made a trip around the fleet, returning in time will receive advertisements lor tills paper, at the lowest trol the Southern States. And he counts,
rates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention.
to be present on Atlantic wharf at the receplikewise, on the disabilities and disfranchiseImmense crowds covered every point
tion.
ment of manv white inhabitants in conseNewspaper'Decisions.
of lookout, tilled the boats in the harbor and
who
takes
a paper regularly from the
1.
quence of the penalties "of rebellion. But
Any
person
swarmed in the rigging of the shipping. All
post-office—whether directed to his name or another’s,
the vessels in the harbor displayed their colors or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible for it must be remembered that a race of young
are coming forward, who, with no
men
at halt-mast, and business was suspended the payment.
It a person orders his paper discontinued, he must
2.
throughout the city. The ceremonies on pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send troublesome record in the past, will be antiboard the Monarch were brief. At the ap- it until payment in made, and collect the whole amount,
radical in every fiber of their bodies. The
the paper is taken from the office or not.
pointed hour the eofl'm was taken from the whether
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take no ws- number
disqualified from voting are ven
chape! and escorted by the officers of the ship papers and periodicals from the post-office, or removing
and the Chaplain, in full canonicals, the band and leaving them uncalled for, is prlma jade evidence few indeed.
ot intentional f ud.
As for the negroes, we have always mainplaying the "Dead March in Saul.” It was
piped over the side in due nautical form.
Subscribers are requested to take notice ot the date on tained that, their votes will be
very largely
At 11 o'clock precisely, the Monarch fired the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
For instance, 15 May G$, controlled by the employers to whom they
form of receipt now used.
one gun as a signal that the remains were
When
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
disembarked, which was followed by minute a new payment is made, the dare will be immediately must look for work and pay. The radicals
and thus a receipt in full is sent
to
the
of
correspond,
from
rest
the
changed
from
Fort
fleet,
guns
declined to put into the enfranchising proviswith every paper. Subscribers in arrears arc requested
Preble and the Arsenal.
to forward the sums due.
ion any property or intelligence qualification,
to
OFFICE
The boats of the fleet were drawn up bestate
THE
ROST
sending money,
thinking that the colored men would blindly
low to the south of the Monarch, in two which the paper is sent’.-P^r
follow their lead, lint the rosult in the eleclines, each headed by a tug-boat. At 11.1b
Admiral Farragut’s flag steamer Leyden,
PAPER CREDITS AGAIN.
tions Unis far has not made good these anwith the remains onboard, guarded by the
In lvlVivnee to the investigation into the paper ticipations.
It is found that the negro is
officers of the Monarch, two companies of credit
charges, the Belfast Journal intimates that
marines and the band of the Monarch, pre- the matter never can 1» finally and satisfactor- greatly under the influence of the white peoceded by the steamer Iris, with the hand of ily settled till the Democracy get into power, ami ple of the locality. With the whites demothe I'. S. Fifth Artillery on board, playing a have a shy at it. [Bangor Whig.
cratic almost exclusively, and the negro
We didn't use the word ‘-shy." The shydirge, came from astern of the Monarch,
vote divided, every Southern state will be
steamed up through tin double line ofboats, ness is all tm the part of the Whig and its
The state governments will be
Democratic.
and proceeded slowly lip the harbor, follow- friends. The
Democracy want less of shyness
ed by the two lines of boats, filled with men
and the delegations in Conrevolutionized,
seated with oars apeak, and Admiral Farra- and more resolution, and we reiterate our
as fast as the terms expire.
changed
gress
gut in the steamer Cohasset. bringing up the belief that we shall never get to the eon* of
The radicals see the shadow of these comrear.
this matter till the Democrats do have the
There
events, but cannot avert them.
< lovernor
his
ing
Chamberlain,accompanied by
The shy and sly
to investigate it.
can be no excuse for longer keeping states
stall', and the Legislature of Maine, with an power
escort composed of two companies of Maine radicals of the Legislature, whose fingers
under military control. They are defeated if
militia, the Portland Mechanic Blues and are tangled in the meshes of the paper credit
they do endeavor to keep them there, and dePortland Light Infantry, under command of net, will never let the facts see
light.
The democracy have
feated if they don’t.
Gen. John -Marshall Brown, was awaiting the
The Whig further .-ays—
arrival on Atlantic Wharf. As the Leyden
to
let
events
work, and wait for
All through this paper credit agitation, the Dem- only quietly
reached the wharf the boats of the fleet drew
ocratic papers and orators have made a groat out- the good time coming.
up closely, stern to the steamer. The officers' cry about “frauds." Why wouldn't it he a good
of the Monarch, who followed the Leyden in plan to put the investigation into Democratic
We observe that Gen. Tate, the Ilaytien
the steam launch of the Monarch, went on hands ** ** Let all the Democratic editors volunwas present with the diplomatic
ambassador,
board the Leyden. The marines marched out teer their information in the premises. The editor of the Belfast .Journal, for instance, knows all
corps at the ball to Prince Arthur, in Washand formed in line ahead of the Maine troops,
about who got rich during the war. what made
l’itc body was then taken from under the can- them rich, and as a natural sequence, how tire ington. The General is the colored gentleman who was sometime ago accredited to
opy, which had been erected in the stern of fellows can he smoked out.
the Leyden, and borne by ten sturdy English
Here again is an error. We know who this
government by Sal nave. Emperor of
seamen up the pier past the lines of
soldiery,; got mysteriously rich, and we. want to know
Ilayti. He was made much of by Grant,
the band of the Monarch playing a dirge, and j
followed by the family of the deceased, the where the riches came from. The charges and patronized by the radical crowd generPeabody Committee, Capt. Commerell and against the suspected men. the Whig will ally. His particular mission was to sell the
ollieers, and Admiral Farragut and staff, to recollect, comes from radical sources. Tire whole or a
portion of that empire to the
where Gov. Chamberlain awaited it.
officials of a Kennebec town, good radicals United States, for cash in hand, as they un•i apt. Goniniereii men said:
Gov. Chamberlain—The venerated remains of I all, charge die Whig’s pet, Mr. Farwell, of derstood this country to ho doing an extenthe great and good man before us were placed m !
Augusta, with taking a large sum of their sive business in the purchase and annexation
my charge by Mr. Motley, the Minister of the i
Grant & Co., had
I'nited States to the Court of St. James, to he eon- | money and putting no men into the army of negro communities.
veved from the country, i may almost say of his for it—so that the
{Equalization Committee bonghl from General Baez the eastern half
adoption, to the land which gave him birth*. Convoyed by the Cnited States slup-of-war Plymouth, ignored their claim. They have sued Far- of the island—why not pay a round price
Captain Macomb, and accompanied by his near well for the amount. Mr Hume, a
good re- for Ihe remainder? They had quite as good
relative. Mr. George Peabody ltussell’ we have
arrived at the city of Portland, in the State of publican member of the Legislature, says an l claims to become citizens of tliis favored
Maine, where most magnificent preparations have
Their .ancestors
land as the Dominicans.
been made to receive us. The noble, vessel which investigation
will show the most damnable schemes of vil- had their
I command lias been selected for this honorable
in the atrocities committed on
part
service. I have :i right to believe, from the name lany that was cm r known out of hell. 1! will
"h*- bear*. I have received orders to show by show to 'the people of this State that they have tin- white inhabitants seventy years ago.
been robbed
tens of thousands and htiiidi. b
every means in my power the respect and admiraAnd in addition they had existed in a clivomo
tion in which this great philanthropist was held, of thousands of dollars."
stale of revolution and bloodshed ever since.
not only by our most gracious sovereign. Queen
The Whig will perceive that tins is not the
Victoria, but by the people of the I'nited Kingdom.
a single ruler has died in his bed.
Hardlv
All
'I'lli
task has been doubly easy to me by the authority of the editor of the Journal.
comknowledge the citizens of the Cnited States already that we do is to call for this investigation— Dessalines was assassinated, Christophe
posse,> <>f the expressed feelings oil a former ocsuicide to escape execution. Riviere
mitted
casion of our beloved Queen. The President of not a sham, like the former one, but a
lied the country. Pierrot abdicated in disthe Cnited States of America has testified to the
thorough and exhaustive research. Let the
appreciation of what we feel by the appointment
gust. Souloquc was driven into exile, by a
of an officer of great distinction and renown, Ad- Selectmen of Sidney testify to their dealings
revolt led by Gcffrard. GelVrard was in turn
miral Farragut, in command of a squadron of
with Mr. Farwell. Put Mr. Farwell himsuch character to receive these venerated remains.
exiled by Salnave, and now Salnave lias
It gives u* indeed great pleasure to feel that one of self on the stand, and ask him where his large
been shot by his subjects.
our great vessels of war has heen sent on her first
so suddenly came from, if not 'from
errand, not of destruction and death, but of peace property
And General Tate, who shines so resplcnd-1
and good will.
paper credits. Summon the late Adjutant
Governor Chamberlain, into your hands as Goventlv in his embroidered coat, is exiled with
and former Governor. Produce the
ernor of tie1 State of Maine, I
now deliver my General,
What a country and
a price upon bis head!
sacred trust, but though the remains of this great books of the office.
Make the former clerks
But
and good man must pass from us, you cannot deto annex to the United States!
people
Put a couple of fearless and active
prive us of his memory. The suffering artisan, the testify.
was so sweetly welcomed by
Tate
General
widow and the orphan on both side> of the Atlan- Democrats on the Committee.
Do this, and
tic'. both north and south, will henceforth bless the
Grant in a diplomatic speech (written for
name of Goo. Peabody.
you will reach some tangible result.
and the General has been so
(1 >\ (’Iminborlain replied :
Does the Whig remember the exceedingly him by Fish)
of the leaders at Washbosoms
I
taken
the
ComnuToll—
to
receive
into
the
Captain
care and
smooth and sanctimonious Elder Peek, who
custody of the State of Maine the sacred trust so
can’t bear to let him down
that
they
ington,
honorably confided to you and now so faithfully aforetime presided over a choice Hock of the
So he is
and nobly fulfilled.
\\ itb mournful pride this
to the level of his fallen fortunes.
elect in Portland ? Does it remember how
State >ees herself chosen as the shore where two
in
feathers
his
to
air
diplomatic
nations moot to mingle their tears over the bier of the pious soul of that good man was moved permitted
tie benefactor of mankind,
the monarch he
it is befitting that i
the
although
regal
presence,
should express the deep gratitude of the American at beholding the wickedness of i temoeraey ?
is a dead African, under the soil
people in recognizing the courtesy, rising to the Does it remember how lie labored day and represented
height of honor and tenderness, with which it has
of Ilayti. Will the next step be to call on
the
brothers
and
sisters
and
pleased Her Majesty the Queen of Great liritain, to night among
Congress for an appropriation to relieve Gen.
restore to his native land this precious dust. tender lambs of his Hook to build
up a partv
i ate
Fngland honored this man while he lived—when that should have in it none
but good and
he ceased she laid him with her Kings. One of
her finest ships lias borne him hither, in charge of
New York was last week enlivened by a
men
like
himself-—and
how
lie
felt
Godly

objects

ofiieers known and honored in both countries.
You wen* escorted by an American ship whose
name reminds us at once of the tie that binds us to
the old home and tic spirit that makes us a nation.
You are met here by the highest officers of the
American navy, whose deed's the world admires.
You are received by this vast concourse of
people,
who appreciate all this honor and join with full
heart', in these august ceremonies. I thank you,
< aptain,for
your generous courtesy in allowing our
peopb* to see the almost royal state in which you
have borne hither the remains of this good man.—
We see how Fngland sent him, even as our Saxon
lathers of old sent their good King, after death, in
their proudest ship, freighted with the costliest

What

Winter Steamboating.
Lively
how it Seemed.

Coming Out, and

Truth

ceremony on land, to take the January morning air off the coast, and it wasn't necessary
to invite mo more than once.
As wo neared
Boon Island Light the sea became smoother,
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sand tons, and of tremendous armament.
The Plymouth, of the American navy, which WILLIAM
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Want long felt III that
excellent olie Old supply
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neer's and mate's departments.
Nor are the
be
to
all
from the
guarded
people are determined lo know some- whining to the courts for legal salve wheredangers
against
M. E. Fred. Richards, IT. P.. E. E. (». Knight,
K. ; E. (i. W. Thorndike, S.; Comp. .Joseph Per- outside.
“What’s the good of ali those
thing about it. The Whig was once mistak- with to annoint his sores.
'••rnliil!. Bo-ton. ha- published
II. II. Ru-sell.
ry, C. of II.; ('omp. II. 11. Cleveland. P. S.; < 'omp,
en or something worse, in a matter of the
buckets full of water?” I heard a man inIsreal
K.
Tin*
R.
trait o|
Paine,
steel
line
Borrow,
Treas.:
Court
;•••
lias
Comp.
SeCy.;
plat*
orge p, ahoih w huh
in
the
decided,
The Ellsworth American wants to know
Supreme
just
Comp. Fred. Lewis. R. A. (.; Comp. Edward quire, pointing to some thirty covered buck- ■ose \\
kind, and may lie again. Il would be bettor
ilhird vs l aylor, that contracts made i< sold for 2o eent>. Vgents wanted.
what makes the granite rocks on the road (Reason, M. 3d. y ; Comp. d. C. Jordan. M.2d.
ets in the forward saloon.
If any passenger, before
and more becoming in the Whig to reserve
A (Quaker !ad> wanted to know wiiv, if woman
the pa.sage of the legal tender act, !
(’omp. Robf.
between Bueksport and Ellsworth crumble V. : ('omp. James Aldrich, M. 1st. V.;
IL Caivv, S. S.; Comp. Basilio ( uisolo, d. s.; careless with
w as meant to be inferior, she
wa-n’t taken frmii
or
matches,
should get must he
its sarcasm until the issue has been tried. It
lamp
the
“in
of
the
eountrv
paid
to pieces.
man*- head or foot, and not from his side and hicurrency
Probably they belong to the re- Comp, isreal Decrow, Sentinel.
his room on tire, the good of the buckets if
is not i fallible itself, audits party is morally
too.
rib
the date of the <'ontr<iefIt aHirms the
f Kvehange.
The officers of St. Paul’s Lodge, at ltockpublican party, and have got demoralized by
would soon become apparent.
So would
a very shaky affair, if the testimony of the
Doubtless -lie was formed of a rib as an indicavalidity of gold contracts, and enforces their
Dawes speech.
were installed on the iMth. as followsport.
reading
that of the powerful force-pump and hose.
tion that she -hould lie regarded as a side issue.
members thereof may be credited. Again
payment, unless the claimant has waived his We think that solves the
dames C. Jordan, W. M.: Robert IL Carey, s.
The Democratic State Committee met at
In
problem.
addition
to these, every well-regulated
we say—i.et i s have lihht.
W. : Henry d. Cole, J. \V.: A. Martin, T.: d. S.
j right hy receiving interest or any portion of
I'he Rockland Marine Insurance
divides •»*»
Augusta on the 2(ith, and organized by the Fuller, S.; N. T. Talbot, C.: P. d. Carleton. S. steamer has a watchman patrolling the boat! ihe principal in currency. Contracts made
.Miss Lilly Perkham stayed at home Inna the
D.; E. A. Wentworth, d. lb: W. I>. Carleton. S.
per cent, for file past \ ir. m>tw ithstan 1 ing itn
the
choice of Gen. .T. F. Butler as Chairman, and S.:
to
the
hor-!
night
guard against
d. B. stiatton, J. S.; Asa Amlrews. T.: d. H. during
since the legal tender act may he paid in
Woman Suffrage Convention, al Washington, to
pa- storms.
rors of a lire at sea.
take care of a sick mother. Why ran’t Congress Win. Farrington as Secretary.
It was decid- Could. M.
per money.
—

that the

We understand that a gentleman lias contracted to make an appropriation to supply the rest of these
fill an order for Philadelphia parlies for 20,000 tons. silly women with sick mothers? [Lon. Coiirior.Tniir.
[Kennebec Journal.
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ed to hold the next Slate Convention at Portland.

We gather the above from the Camden
Herald.
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Perhaps nobody here

\ childless married couple from Laconia. N. II.,
who had been visiting Boston, while returning in
the ears, were enriched by the present ol a ten
weeks old l»ab which the m >ther asked the Laconia d ime to hold while she stepped out.
Grant wants to make citizens and voters of the
Creeks and Choctaws of the border, and Lo. the
poor Indian generally, as fast as his untutored
min 1

catch th*’ idea of votingtlm radical ticket.

can

stmlenl a- to his progress, asked him, “Should a man fall into a well
strike,
feet
and
his
head again* t om of
forty
deep,
tli tools with which he had been digging, what
would b your course if called in a- a -urge m!"
Pile student replied, “! should advi-c th in to let
the min lie, and fill up the well."
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boiler tor the ir\ >f Biclunon*! ha- been
on board.
It weighs :>7 tons.
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Dandelions in full
ford last \v**ek.
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were

»m

picked

in Hart-

I'll1 I nitial Mali's m>\aTinnei\t purchased a million of dollar- of its own bonds on the IMh inst..
and p,ii*l one million one liumlred and thirty tlion-uiid doll 11 Pi them. Phis is called good tinanieal

management.
Mr-. Thurston

going

i-

to

sell th

State of Maine

again.
(.rant lui- <leelined

a

It

present!

was a

The

dog!

>g eaine all the way trom Cleveland, by express!
Pin charges were S10 c. o. D.! And he wouldn't
him !

ia\e

C. S.hepley will hold his first Court in
In due
cinmit in Boston, this week, sitting in eonjunc,on with dudge L ‘Well,
.ludge shepley will hold
hi- tb-st < ourt in this State in April next.
P.

S.

Joy. of Northport.

ropicsted

is
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VIRGINIA—THE ACT OF PERFIDY.
ALvsquku.vpi: Ball. A ball, under direction of
Washington Kngine Company, and for its benefit, An Act to admit the State of Virginia to Repwill he given at Harford Hall, on the 28th. The parresentation in the Congress of the United
ticulars are noted in the advertisement. It promises
States.
ever
to be one of the most enjoyable occasions
Whereas, the people of Virginia have
known here, full to the brim of mirth and rollick- framed and adopted a constitution of state
ing fun. The young gentlemen of the Kngine government which is Republican ; and
Whereas, the Legislature of Virginia, electCompany have incurred some debts in fitting up
their rooms, and invite the public to help them out ed under said constitution, have ratified the
in paying it. The organization is a credit to the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of
city, and when it is remembered how much the the United States ; and
Whereas, the performance of these several
property owners arc indebted to our engine coma
panies in the past, and how much they may be in the acts, in good faith, was condition precedent
of the state in Congress;
future, we have no doubt that the boys will he to representation
therefore,
gratified by a full house.
Be it enacted,&e., That the state of VirginBl l'F.vLo S l'K.vK. We received a few days since, ia be entitled to
representation in the Confrom Mr. K. B. Austin, of City Hotel. Portland, a
gress of the United States, provided that bequantity of buffalo steak, which found its way to fore any member of the legislature of said
that city over the railroads from the West. After slate shall take or resume his seat, or any
the application of a girdiron and hot coals, it prov- officer of said state shall enter upon the duties
ed tn In- very palatable, much like beef with a cer- of his office, he shall take and subscribe and
tain -wild” flavor always noticable in game. It
brought up visions of the plains and their vast bison
herds, of Lewis &■ Clark’s explorations, John
The
< diaries Fremont and his wooly horse, &c., &e.
meat was ordered from the West by Johnson &
Cloves Bros., who keep a great variety ol rare
game and meats.
MasoxiC. At the anual meeting of King Solomon’s Council, the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year:
A. B. Mathews, T. 1. M.: Will. II. Fogler, It. 1.

M.; 11. F. Kilgore, I. 31.; Timothy Chase, Treas.;
(ieo. P. Field, Uec’d'r.; H. .1. Locke, 31. of Cer.;

call at

tlli- offier.

A. I>. French, ( apt.of Ouu.: ( .31. Littlefield, Con.
-i-l'M* of
lihF.N Dl’.V 111.
M.-« Su-all V 1 111of Con.: John Condon. Stew.: A. V. Sawtelle,
Dr. .1 am Ht.sr. ilroiipat dead ut her residence ill
this village on W one-day morning. She had Sen.
ari-. n in hn u-ual health, and was at the sink
if. .uainews,
i,kix;i:.
ui in Kits oi
n I!.
w h*a. -h
Miss Hus. was about sixty year- of I
W. Ilaney, ,r. IV.; W. If. Fogler,
\\
51.;
an i lie caii-e of her d'*ath is supposed t«» ha ve
Sec’y.; E. S. Carter, J. I).; 51. \V. Itieli.J. S.; A.
mi h< .rf disease.
[<’anid* n Herald.
V. Sawtelle, Tyler: Geo. E. Wight, S. W.; Will. O.
a
y -n- .v--lidc in Lowell carried away
chimney'
Poor, Treas.; F. A. Follett, S. I).; II. 0. Kussell,
i;.d ■-ina.-lied a man's head in the street.
S. S.; A. 1>. Chase, Marshal.
\\ i: i
well known former resident of
a
( apt. Patterson has returned from New Orleans,
ie tiniiuty. died suddenly at Mauafter inspecting the steamer Alliance. He reports
of
heart
disease.
the
.'till,
-m-.X H on
her unsuited to the route, and declines to make any
n.dar to that in this city, wa- ilia I on
^
i.
arrangement for her purchase. Capt. Patterson
last
do/en
Rockland
week.
Some
half
-lores
m
the
will make examination of other propellors in the
o
-I 'k.-.i ojM n, and-mall amounts taken.
market, and hopes to find one that will meet the re<i, nik’ ii, brutal rutPuin named .lack Reynolds
quirements of the route. There are several good
ut into ihe store of a Mr. T.owns#nd, in New
boats in New York that eau be had at

tile in the office of the Secretary of State of
for permanent preservation, an
oath in the form following: “I-, do solemnly swear that 1 have never taken an oath
as a member of Congress, or as an officer of
the United States, or as a member of any
State Legislature, or as the executive or judicial officer of any State, to support the Constitution in insurrection or rebellion against
the same, or given aid and comfort to the
enemies thereof. So help me God.”
Or
such person shall in like manner take, subscribe and tile the following oath: ‘‘I-,
do solemnly swear that I have, by act oft 'engross of the United States, been relieved
from the disabilities imposed upon me by the

Virginia,

■

■

<

■

rk.

i w ithout the least provo it ion stabbed him
il, was arrested.

in

heart,

■

bargains.

meeting of the Waldo County Agricultural
.Society will he held in this city Saturday, the nth
A

consider its affairs. It appears that “somebody lias blundered,” by which the Society is found
to he heavily in debt, rendering an assessment or

•hist

LOCAL STEMS, &c.
Tie-senior member of tin.*
«*f il --.vs A Co., on the corner opposite our
!Trgoo«l»linner. :.u>l h;i*i an especial fond-

1

rn

!>

v

>

<»*

■

m«t-g •••>,'.
about
tie
|ii. :ri in

nk

■

in

•.■:11■

I>!

lirse

r.-.iiized

*r

trade, one day last week,
splendid bird of the kind.

Olir

It

a

n I t, plump, and even
exceedingly
pari that goes under lie* fence being
'alb opulent ill lard.
That bird was immesp.itti-d and marked “private.*’ He was
up by th
legs between the inner and outer

t

>in.-:

iast

a

a.:

a

\ goose and trimmings, lie
n -:,r 'lie **:i{o■ v" <>i exccllone, a> if is ji'"sible lo arrive.
as

the back entrance, away from the unwholewarmth of the stove, and the mind of the

Tsoi
uii

■

'prietor vibrated between sage and onion seasontie-stuffing. At length, the eares of the day
oMi-r, tie last customer departed, the shutters
iii
time to go home had arrived, and Sam
'• -Hi for his
goose. His hand sought the spot in
h*‘ darkn -ss, but found nothing. lie procured a
and mad*, what the doctors calls an “oeeular
munition” Still no goose. The nail was there.

1

i*ij

>1 string that liad held the legs together
i-:v< !y in the evening breeze. Th>
S'
"••/'
Some prowling forager had
'/ 'in
opened th- outer door and appropriated it. Sam
•tnxioii- to know who has had agoos.- divc-r late

fnignient

••

p,

l>

sab-

to

of the property necessary.

The spiritualists of this vicinity have engaged
City llall, and will have services on the first Sabbath of every month, commencing Feb, Cth. ATrs.

5Ior.se, of Seursmont. has been engaged and will
be present at every meeting. Seats free.
A delicate veil fluttered from the lofty branch of
an elm oil Church street last
.Saturday, causing
passers bv to be filled with
wonder.

a

“how

it there”

came

Winter at last! There is a foot of snow on the
ground, and the temperature has settled down into the real blue New
England cold. No more fears
for the ice crop.
(me of our city physicians advertised in this paper last week for a boy, and within a few days was
presented by his wife with a girl—which came
within one of it.
The Railroad bridge at the Point is finished. It
is a fine structure, that will repay a \ isit from those
who like* to view
of work.

a

substantial and handsome piece

The l mversaiisls of Belfast will bold a Levin! at
Harford Hall on the evenings of the 14th and loth.
See advertisement.
The northern lights are misiially brilliant all > lit
this time, forming .splendid evening exhibitions.
Tickets tree.

hi Friday night smile persons or
ma.l* :i raid on he stores *>i our <-ity. break*
o_ into six of them, andl.uk ngmore oi- le-s goods
I in mey from cadi.
Mersey A Woodward lost
r'■

1

u-.i.Mm.

/ son

}

1

11inir. lot lies. Ac. 11 alb A Cooper a small
a>h. Higgs's Bakery, some coppers, s.
amount M
b»t

h

«

■

vi■■-•-per A

■

<

**..

Exit from Sha per’s store was
akin_ the glass.
ma !•• by lowering themselves from the window
by
of slea ting.
A shirt stud was found on the
pi.
Milan’s store, and from this small clue the
worked up tli** ease until it resulted in the
wrest of W illiam Hamlin, of Wdseasset, a young
man of
w ho had recently arrived in the
city and
ot

tor
■

lie*

taken board with Mrs. Lothrop, where he called
his name Haris
Sonic fragments of glass were
mud

the door of his room, that had apparent> fallen from his clothes, and he was unable to ueoiint for his time on the night of the burglary,
when be was absent from the house, lie is known
on

■31ni\e
>
■'

i~'
m

broken jail at Wiseasset, where lie was im'lie*! on a charge of stealing. A loaded pistol
found upon him when lie was arrested by of-

MeKdine}.

1

th'-

Monday

On

he was

brought bo-

Police Court, and committed for want of

bail.

fallowing

Custom House sUiUstirs for the
Hiritriet of lielfast, are eopied from the Progivs>ivt- Agevksskls
'-S'i'is.
H C. Sibley,

Brig

nriLT in

isr>‘>.

Where built.
Belfast.

''hip Corn,

Hail.

Tonnage.

Belfast.

553,11

*•

Hhip I.eanora,
Ship Cliando?

14111.18

11

••

Boston.
Mocklon. Stockton.
••

Kvauell,
Sch. Lillian,
Bark

14'.M,y2

r.Otl’ij
,.13

r.u

i2.s,.54
,318,30
401,5s

•
Brig Sparkling Water,
Brig Florence 1. Henderson,
Boston.
Bark Isaac Hall,
New York. rtul.AS
Brig J II. Lane,
Searsport. Sear.sport, 3'.>l,o5
Ship John C. Potter,
1244,48
Brig K. F. i>unbar,
203,27
Brig H. II. Wright,
407,2.3
Kirk J.(i. Norwood,
Camden. Camden.
418,80

Brig

C. S.

Total,

Packard,

15

*•

420,08

Vessels,

lo ur, »y

IMPORTS AND

Value of the
V alue of the

KXIMKTS.

Imports, (Invoice),
K\ports,

$15,5(51.00
30,018.00

ooi.i.KCTicn.
*utles on Imports, (gold coin),
image and Hospital duties, currency

1

l'ofcal,
i'o r re >

pi

leg
joint
His

heard by a neighbor who was at work,
n>*t tar ort, and In* was carried home and
his leg set
by l>r. Ihompson,of Union. On Saturday the 2Bth
>,r s'-idi was surprised by the
appearance offouri'll
mi'll
and seven yoke ot oxen that
without
vcrcinnw entereil Ills wood- and rut and
hauled
t" !ii' door nine loads of
firewood; enough to last
1lie says until after haying, and
the

although

work out of doors quite
uncomfortable, all were in the lc-st of spirits, as
people always will be when engaged in a good action.
was

falling making

Hiram O. VIdrli, Esq. lias relurued from Boston,
wlirre he submitted to an operation for the removal of eatarart from the eye. It was found that
Hie opaque tiliyi so adhered to
theerystalline lens
dial removal of the latter became
necessary, which
u as done
by an incision through the coating, and
Hie lens removed whole. The
loss of refraction is

supplied by a suitable convex spectacle glass, and
sight completely restored. Mr. Alden bad been
neai 1\
blind for some months
previously. The
operation was performed by Dr. Hay, of'the Eve
and Ear Infirmary, assisted
by Dr. Willard.
I ox &
Field, Insurance Agents, have removed
to the rooms over the store of
A. D. Chase, at the
tile

of Main and Church street, where tliov
will
glad to see their friends. They have an

""■ncr
l"'

elegant

office.

We are indebted to Mr. E. H.
Chase, of North
'eursport, for some splendid specimens of the products of his orchard. He remembers the
words of

'opinion—1“comfort

me

with apples."

iiarles

K. Blake, administrator, vs. Moody 1*.
Norton.
I'11i> was a suit on a promissory note
given to pill's, intestate by deft., and also on account annexed.
Deferred payment. Verdict for
deft.
M. F. Hanley for pltf. It. L. Keen for deft.
<

Same vs. same. Trover for a promissory note.
Pltf. claimed that his intestate, one Briggs, held a
note signed by deft.; that after
Briggs's death said
note, being unpaid, came into deft’s hands and was

wrongfully detained by

him.
Deft, denied that
held any such note signed by him. V erdict for deft. Hanley for pltf. Keen for deft.

Briggs

ever

Henry Staples and als. vs. Harvey T. Harris and
Assumpsit on promissory note given by defts.

als.

in payment for an interest in a certain patent
right.
Defts. claimed that the deed of the patent right
given them by the pltfs was invalid, and consequently that the note was given without a consideration. After the testimony was all out and argument' of counsel made, tin* Court ruled that the
deed was insutlieient and pltfs became nonsuit.

Bunnells for pltfs. Nickerson for defts.
dnlm N\ Stewart vs. If. X. Lancaster. Assum'd on account annexed for repairs, made

by pltf.
House, in

deft's, 'died attached to the American
thi.' city.
Deft, claimed that the repairs were
made by order of E. II. Ellis, landlord of American

on

D°use, and that deft, forbade pltf.
making any repair.' on his credit. Verdict for pi if. for $00,20.
Boyle for pltf. Nickerson for deft.
>arah haples vs. Moses VV. Rich.
Replevin for
'owing machine. Dell, claimed to own the nninine

ny pun

oi! to be Hie

hum

mini

iv

i,.

uamuii.

nil clunn-

of the machine, anil denied that
ltankin had any authority to sell to deft. Verdict
for plff’. Fogler for plff. Boyle for deft.
Adoniram Ilolses vs. Inhabitants of Knox. This
was a suit to recover for
damages alleged to have
been suffered by pill's horses,on accountof a snow
owner

ordinary

wen*

now

been tried—

$20,750.27

0,824.21

broken about four inches above the ankle
while chopping wood alone in the woods.
rie>

W.u no County, ("Tttinii, J.. Bkksiiuni;.
Adjourned sine die Monday.
Sinci' our last report the following eases have

$l‘J,023.0d

indent at Liberty sends us the following pleasant item of 4oea! news—
On Thursday the 27th inst.,
Atwell, son of James
N'i')i, a one armed soldier of Liberty, had his
\

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

drift in tiie town of Knox, not
having heen sufficiently broken out. Pelts, claimed that plff. at tike
time ol alleged injuries was not in the exercise of

id rues

I

Tie little poem "I think of Thee," is prettv. and
will be printed next week.

scrip from the drawer.

Smart’s
r\
some ctiamre Ac.
Cook’s Market some
null iriicles, including eanne*l fruit, opened and
d- % on ml.
The entrance were effected generally
)
foreiim rear windows, and in sonic cases by

'!

The warm weather of January lias
encouraged the
Inns to lav, making eggs abundant and cheaper in
our market.

L’ UlU LUt/HUl

iUlinmilMTlL

Ul

UK'

specially

bush.
POILTRY—The market is unchanged, and there is a
fair demand for good lots of
Turkeys aud Chickens at
quoted rates. Inferior Chickens sell at lower prices.
We quote Western Turkeys at 20a22c per lb; choice
Northern 22a23c; Western Chickens at 15a20c; choice
Northern at 20a23c; Geese at loalSc per lb
FRESH MEATS—'The market to-day is quiet and
trade dull, but there is no special change in
quotations
of Beef or Mutton.
Dressed Hogs continue dull at
12a 12
We quote Eastern Beef at 7allc by the side:
Chicago do at7allc. Country Mutton at4a?c; Lamb,
choice Kal2e nor lb.
DRIED APPLES There is but a very limited
inquiry
for Dried
the market is dull and quotations
Apples, and
We quote Eastern
nearly nominal.
quartered at
13a 14c perib; do sliced at 15c.
New York State quartered 11 1-2a 12c; do slJced 12 l-2al3c; Ohio,
Michigan,
10c.

Southern OalOc

of the United States. So help me God,”
which oath shall be taken before and certified
by any officer, lawfully authorized to administer oaths; and any person who shall be
deemed guilty of perjury, shall punished
therefor by imprisonment not less than one
year, and not more than ten years, and shall
be lined not less than $1,000, and not more
than $10,000; and in all trials for any violation of this act, the certificate of the taking oi
either of said oaths, with proof of the signature of either party accused, shall be taken
and held as conclusive evidence that such
oath was lawfully and regularly administered by competent authority.
And provided further, That every such persons who shall neglect for the
period of MO
days next after the passage ot this act to take,
subscribe, and file such oaths as aforesaid,
shall be deemed and taken to all intents and
purposes to have vacated his office.
And provided further, That the state of Virginia is admitted to representation in Congress upon the following fundamental conditions : That the Constitution of Virginia
shall never be so amended or changed as to
deprive any citizen or class of citizens of the
United Slates of the right to vote, who are entitled to vote by the constitution herein recognized, except as a bunishment for such
crimes as are now felonies at common law,
whereof they shall have been duly convicted
under laws equally applicable to all the inhabitants ot said state ; provided that any alteration of said constitution, prospective in
its effects, may be made in
regard to the
time and place of residence of voters; that
it shall never be lawful tor the same State to
deprive any citizen of the United States, on
account of his race, color or previous condition of servitude, of the right to hold office
under the constitution and laws of said state,
nr upon
any such ground to require of him
any other qualifications for office than is required of all other citizens; that the Constitution of Virginia shall never be so amended
or changed as to
deprive any citizen or class
of citizens of the United States of the school
rights and privileges secured by the Constitution of the United States.

per

RESOLUTION!
positive fact

A

Wharf in the

harbor,

Inquire of
M

and

whole

Warren’s Cough Balsam!

As

DENTINE

FOR

DR.

R.

ENAMEL

MOODY’S
FOR

THE

TEETH.
For mile

by all Druggists.

3w25*

A\ If A I’ KA ERA PERSON NEEDS is some remedy for habitual Costiveness. ”1 would advise
all those who are troubled with
Costive-

Dyspepsia,
Piles, Biliousness, Headache, or any form of
Indigestion, to use I)R. HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES.”
ELISHA HUNTINGTON,
M.

ness,

D., Ex-Lieut. Governor of Massachusetts. For
sale at No. I Tre nont Temple, Boston, bv E. A.
HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, and by ail Dru"-gists. Mailed for tit) cents.
2ino23”

account

taking

Registered and
Coupon Stock 1881, market
value,
Amount of U. S. Bonds, 5-20,

to be sold

positively

are

and for that

profit,

regardless

reason

has been

sale standard.

be sold

Amount

Belfast.

FOR SALE.

[ Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aqepnust

In llingham, Jan. 20th, Mary Augusta Libby, wife of
Orin B. Sears, and daughter of the late Capt. Elias Libby, of Belfast, Me., aged 28 years and 1»> months.
In Scarboro’, Dec. loth, John Ilunneweli, aged 02.

ALMA

kailkoad sleepers want-

ed. Having contracted for 40,000,
offer the balance to citizens adjoining the line
following terms, if applied for immediately—
Cedar 40 cents each; Hacmetac 38 cents each; Yellow
Ash 38 ceuts each; of the following demensions : 9 l'eet
long, 0 inches tace, <5 inches thick.
Parties desiring to contract, must apply to C. IT.
WEBB, Esq.. Thorndike, or to the subscribers at their
oflice In Belfast.
The whole of the above sleepers will be paid for on
tho 15th day of the mouth succeeding their delivery after inspection and acceptance by the chief engineer.
WILLSON, TENNANT & CO., Contractors.
we now
on the

We hereby agree to guarantee the prompt payments
oi the above deliveries in accordance with the terms of
the advertisement.
A. HAYFORD,
27
President B. & M. L. It. It.

SIIIP NEWS
POUT OF BELFAST.

Feb.

28,

1870.

No person will be admitted to the floor of the hall,
unless Masked and in Costume.
Ladies iu full Ball
Dress will be considered in Costume.
Gentlemen will be furnished with carriages for their
Ladles, to and from the hall, upon application to the
Committee

Doors

BALL TICKETS, $1.50.
open :tn 1-'.’ o’clock. Dancing to commence at 8.

Dancers arc requested to GO IN AT THE SOUTH
ENTKANCE. Spectators’ Tickets will be found at
Washburn’s Jiookstoro, on and utter Monday, Feb. tilat,
where a plan of the hall may be found.

Seats on the Floor, $1.00.
First and Second Rows in the

Third

or

POTE & DIJNBAlt having this day sold

rnUE firm of

JL their entire
by mutual consent

stock to Messrs. Woods &. Conant, do
dissolve. Ail persons who are indebted to the late lirru, or to the firm of Pote & Prescott, are
requested to call at the store of G. P. Pote, Hayford
Block, and settle, as the books will be kept there until
the first of April.
M. E. POTE,
11. DUNBAR, Jr.
Belfast. Dec. 29, 18G9.
0w2G

Belfast

last Row, 50 cents.

Savings Bank-

made

a

No more Tickets will be sold than seats are provided
and every necessary precaution will he taken by the
Committee to ensure a pleasant aud satisfactory entertainment.
4w30

penny earned.”

Capital

THE EXCELSIOR

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
—OF—

NEW
Oilin' No. e:l

YORK
William Street.

fl^HIS Company issues all kinds of Life and Endow
JL incut Insurance Policies. Especial attention is
called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
by this Company, by which after the payment of five or
more annual premiums,
they may be converted into Annuities.
This provision is in addition to the ordinary non-for-

feiting character of the Policies ot this or any other
Company. Policy holders participate in the profits of
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, for the
payment of renewal premiums,
Dividends applied at the option of the assured.
No restriction upon residence

States

or

Europe.

travel in the United

or

SAMUEL T. HOWARD,

ENTERTAINMENT.

IIAYFORD

a

public

HALL,

TUESDAY Evenings, Feb. H, and 15.
Entertainment will consist ot a Drama, Public
Reading, a general variety ot Amusements, Refreshments, &c. A lull programme will be pit b halted In the
next issue ot this paper.
PER ORDER.
Belfast Feb. 1. 1870.

MONDAY

and

The

COX & FIELD
Have removed their CrEHEIlAIi IXHUJl AIVCE
to rooms over MILS. A. I>. CHASE’S
corner Main and Church streets, Belfast, Maine.
3w30

ACtEA’CA,
Store,

For SaleSell ECLIPSE, now lying at Belfast.
Carries 105 31. of lumber. Well found
and ready for business. For further parJ. C. ROBBINS.
ticulars enquire of
3w30*
Js’orthport, Maine.

I’HE

X

J. I. WATTS, General Agent,
Charles Austin, j

Burton Foster,
Fred Cushman,

;
>
1
J

Geo. Mayo,
Fred Pitcher,

South Brooks, Me.

21

GOOD AGENTS WANTED
Dissolution of

11. MOODY, Druggist and Apothecary,
corner Main and
High streets, sole authorized agent in
Belfast.
The above medicines cures Cancer, Scrofula, Tumors
of all kinds, all diseases of the skin, Ulcers of the throat
catarrh, rheumatism, &c.
RICHARD If. MOODY.
tf30
P O K E » r

gThe subscriber

SPOKE ft!

has just received from New Hampshire,
Ten Thousand best Hickery and White Oak
Spokes,
form 1 1-8 to 2 1-2 inches. Please call and examine said
Spokes at No. 1, PHENIX ROW.
tl27
OAKES ANGIER.

For Sale.
Schooner N. BERRY, 107 tons.
Schooner CON NECTICUT, 137 toa9.
In good order lor business.
Apply to AARON PENDLETON.
0\v*i0
Belfast, Jan. 4, 1870,

annual statement of
COX PAN Y, of HartJanuary, 1870, to the State

paid

Stock all

$3,000,000.00

up,

Real Estate unincumbered,
Cash on hand, in Bank, and in Agt’s hands,
United States Securities,
State, City and Town Stock and Bonds,
Bank and Trust Cos.' Stocks,
Railroad Cos.’ Stocks,

$253,319.14
682,582.08

784,218,75

Co-partnership.

on

at 72 Main

Assets,

$1,680,590.46
LIABILITIES.
24,460.00

Net Assets

$1,056,130.46

New York, January 1st, 1870.
CARLISLE NORWOOD, President.
JOHN C. MILLS. Secretary.
/.OPHAR MILLS, Vice-President.
COX & FIELD. Agents,

street,

3w30

Belfast, Maine,

of

Belfast, Dec. 31, 180D.

Bankruptcy, for the County ot
at Belfast, February 23, 1670, at
PETER THACUER.
5th District, Maine.
tl :i

Register

Boston, Mass., on
of Maine.

January, 1870,

to the State

Capital

Stock ot said Company,
actually paid in.
Amount of existing risks under
said Company,

$300,000.06
300,000.06

written by

>3.650.015.00

Amount of premium notes held by said
EDWARD AVERY, ol
Company,
County ot Waldo, and WILLIAM Amount
of accrued profits on income,
W. NUTTER of Corinna, in the County of Penobscot,
The lunds ot the Company are invested
hereby give public notice that they claim the following as follows—
described land, situate in Prospect, in said County of In
U. S. bonds or securities,
Waldo, to wit: Beginning at the old Barnes wharf, so In
Co mty and Municipal securities,
called, on the bank of Penobscot River at the south-east In State,
Railroad no other Corporation securicorner of James Ridley’s land, and running
westwardly
ties,
about SO rods on the line ot said Ridley’s land, to the
In Bank, Railroad and other Corporation
road leading from Cyrus Sherbums to Bucksport Ferry;

rpiIE UNDERSIGNED,
in the

87.U30.00

Prospect,

3,668.32
97,377.50
13,862.50

..

thence southerly on the line of said road to land owned
be Eleazer Seavey; thence easterly on the line of said
Scavey’s land to Penobscot River; thence northerly on
the bank of said River at low water mark to the place
of beginning, containing 40 acres more or less, excepting the piece sold to Alfred Chase, in 1842. containing
about 10 acres, by virtue of a mortgage deed from Francis Worcester and Abby Worcester to them dated December 2, lst)7. recorded iu tlie Registry of Deeds for
Waldo County, book 130. page 290. That the condition
in said mortgage deed has been and now is broken,
wherefore they elaim a foreclosure of the same.
EDWARD AVERY.
WILLIAM W. NUTTER.
By N. H. Hubbard, their Attorney.
3w28
January 18, 1870.

fisii!

fish!

CROSBY,

MAIN STREET, deaf in
FISH OF ALL KINDS.

Aud h:ivc then fresh Irom the briney depths twice a
week. The spotted Cod, the silvery Hake, the lively
Haddock, beautiful lor chowders, the mottled Mackerel,
the pouderous Halibut, the translucent Smelt, the
appetising Flounder, and the savory Clam,—all may be found
there.
Shakspere It was who exclaimed—

“Flesh, flesh, how art thuu fishified !"
was
as usual.
He understood
rijjht,
As a
fish is

the
diet,
Therefore should
question.
itesh be iishiiied.
Economy sanctions it, lor fish is
cheaper, and quite as liutrilious. It is easier of digestion. Physicians say it nourishes the brain and strengthIt is not heating, begets not humors in
ens the mind.
the blood.
oil
Therefore,
ye who are wise, come to the Fish Market. Order book at the store ot I). Fauncc & Co.
Pedlers supplied on liberal terms,
LEWIS & CROSBY, at Lewis’ wharf.
Belfast, dan. 10, lsro.
;7

06,132.50

stock,

|

In
In
In
In
In
In

Mortgages of real estate,
Notes secured by collaterals,
Notes secured be endorsers and
Real Estate*,

367,607.00
30.000.00

sureties,

Money,
assets,

3,00()!oO

90,992.36
None.

07,7«!m

other

55 ug.-p)

Total assets.
COX &

$883,712.99

FIELD, Agent,
Belfast, Maine,

annual statement of
the .ETNA INSURANCE COM
Abstract
PANT, of Hartthe 1st
of the

lord, Conn.,
ot Maine.

partner in the firm of U. N. Lancaster and Company
James Lancaster and Company and James
the other member whereof was llumphery N. Lancas
ter; and upon reading said
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing bo had
upon the same on the first Monday of March, A. I).
Ia70, before the Court in Portland, in said District, at lo
o'clock, A M., and that notice thereof be published in
the Rockland Free Press and the Republican Journal,
newspapers printed in s«id District, once a week fur
three weeks, and that all creditors who have provid
their debts and other persons in interest, may appear ui
said time and place, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petition should net be granted
WM. P. PREBLE,
3w28
Clerk of District Court for said District.

Lancaster,1

the annual

statement of
the NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY, of
Abstract
the 1st of

Mortgagee’s Notice.

And the poet

of

held

petition,

Losses Unadjusted,

tle the same at once, as it is necessary that all demands
due said firm must be paid without delay. The books
will remain with the undersigned a short time for settlement.
ALBERT C. BURGESS.
t>w27
Belfast, Jail. 10. 1870.

At the Foot of

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
TTT11E next Court
A. Waldo, will be
2 o’clock, 1’. M.

Lancaster,

Total

Belfast, by Barker & Burgess, will be continued at the
same place by Albert C. Burgess.
All persons indebted
to the late lirm by note or account, are requested to set-

LEWIS &

NOTICES

STATEMENT

THE

fish!

BANKRUPTCY

941,385.00
1,426,445.00 District Court of tiie United )
N ‘»ANKKl'’i*n \
States. District of Maine.
471,430.00
)
Mortgage Bonds,
967,125.00
In
the
matter of JOSEPH EMERY, Bankrupt.
Loans on Real Estate,
23,000.00
fT^lUS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petition has
been presented to the Court, this 27th dav of NoTotal Assets,
$5,549,504.97 j
vember, A. D. I860, by Joseph Emery, of Rockland. In
said District, a bankrupt, praying that ho may be de
Aggregate Amount at risk,
$207,728,781.00
creed to have a full discharge lrom all his debts provable
Amouut of Premium Notes,
None.
Amount of Liabilities for unsettled Losses,
255,768.89 under the Bankrupt Act, individually and as a copartner
ot
Brown and Company, consisting of
Amount of accrued Profits on income,
995,414.61 thethe firm of Elisha
petitioner, Elisha Browu aud Leverett G. Hall; and
COX & FIELD, Agents.
said
upon reading
petition.
IwoO
It is Ordered that a hearing be had upon the same
Belfast, Maine.
on the first
of April, A. D. 1870, before the
Monday
OF THE CONDITION OF THE Court in Portland, in said District, at Hi o clock A. M.,
LORILLARD FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, and that notice thereof be published in the Rockland
of the city of New York, on the 31st of December, 1869. Free Press and Republican Journal, newspapers prluted
in said District, once a week for three weeks, and that
all creditors who have proved their debts and other perASSETS.
sons interested, may appear at said time and place, and
Casli on hand and in Bank,
$22,888.03 show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said peLoans on Bond and Mortgage, (being first
tition should not be granted.
VVM. P. PREBLE,
liens),
3w2!)
Clerk District Court lor said District.
443,900.00
Loans on Stocks payable on demand,
179,600.00
United States 5-20 Registered Bonds,
784,000.00 District Court of thk United /
...
10-40
13,500.00
States. State of Maine.
[Is Baxkeditoy,
New York State Stocks,
73,600.00
Accrued Interest on Bonds and Mortgages,
Iii the matter of JAMES LANCASTER, Bankrupt.
(since paid),
11,947.14
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petition has been
Accrued Interest on U. S. and State Stock.
presented to the Court, this fifteenth day of Janu
(since paid),
A.
L>.
26,656,00 ary.
1870, by James Lancaster ot Northport, iu
Accrued Interest on Temporary Loans, (since
said District, a Bankrupt, praying that hr may be depaid),
1,222.90 creed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provaReal Estate,
64,047.53 ble under the Bankrupt Act, individually, and as a part
Premiums Unpaid, (Since paid),
8,728.86 ner in the tirm ot J. and J. A. Lancaster, the other
j Premiums
in hands ot Agents, (since paid,',
;
41,500.00 member whereof was John A.
and also as a

CO PARTNERSHIP heretofore existing between the undersigue<l, under the firm name of
BARKER & BURGESS, is this day dissolved by mutual
consent, and the Affairs of the late lirm will be settled by
Albert C. Burgess, who alone is authorized to use the
name of the firm in liquidation.
FRED BARKER,
ALBERT C. BURGESS.
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1870.

_1_

35,740.27

.-

THIS

Special Agents.

IKIYERSIT1 H EDICOE8.
FOR SALK RY

It.

HANNAH

of Knox wife of David Brown, formerly of said
Rockland, now -—, respectfully libels and gives this
Honorable Court to be informed, that her maiden
name
was Hannah B. Spear, of Rockland
afore-aid, that »h*was lawfully married to the said David
Brown, at Thom
aston, Maine, by Rev.-Fernald, on the-day >t
A. D. 1800, that after
intermarriage they Uvea together as husband and wife, at said Rockland, thr.
years—that your libellant since their intermarriage has
always behaved herself as a faithful, chaste and aflV.
tionate wife toward the said libellee; but rhat the said
David Brown,
wholly regardless of his married coven
ants and duty, at said Rockland, on or about the nin<
teenth day of A'jgust, A. D. 1863, without reasonable

„,r

President.

AND

The Universalist Society of Belfast, will hold
Levee and Social Entertainment at

83,375.00 |
9,600,00 |
|
16,590.50 j

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS:

PUBLIC LEVEE

SOCIAL

To the Honorable, the Supreme Judicial Court
next to be. holdcn at Rockland in and
for th>
County of Knox, on the fourth Tuesday >>f
September, A. 1). 1869.
-.5. BROWN, of Rockland, in the
County

day

on

on or

The business heretofore carried

Gallery, $1.00.

of the

before the 1st of December,
January, February, March or April, will be placed
interest
on
the
1st
of
each
month.
upon
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room, from 9
to 12 A. M., and 2 to4 P. M. Saturdays from 9 to 12 A.M.
JOHN II. QUIMBV, Treas.
ASA FAUNCE, Prest.
Belfast, Nov. 15,1809.
tfl'J

DEPOSITS

No. 7 PHENIX ROW
llw-JBELFAST, Me

the JKTNA INSURANCE
Abstract
the 1st
ot

lord, Conn.,
ot Maine.

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT.

“A penny saved is

CLOTHING

REMARKABLE low prices.
Remember the place,

<

29

bury street, Boston.

t

41,554.56 cause, willfully deserted your libellant and absented
himself from the State, It being a period of more than
6,936.85 three successive years, he has utterly refused and n.-g
looted for the support of your lebellant, who has main
1,916.83 tained herself by personal exertions and laboure d at ,,*r
29,942.32 vice, having no other property or means ot support.
445.44
Wherefore, she prays that in as much as there is no
Real Estate,
1,500.00 collusion between these parties to procure a divorce,
that the bonds of matrimony may be aissolved between
$4,516,368.46 herself, the said Unnuah B. Brown and said David
Brown, as measure reasonable and proper in accordan
LIABILITIES.
with law, conducive to domestic harmony, for the
good
of
the parties and consistent with the
Amount oi Losses adjusted, due and unpeace and morn;
ity of society.
HANNAH B. BROWN.
paid.
Amount ol Losses incurred, and in process
Rockland, Sept. 13, i860.
of adjustment,
$119,807.83
State of Maine,
Amount of Dividends declared and due and
Knox, ss,
520.00
»
unpaid,
Amount of Dividends either of cash or scrip,
Supreme Judicial Court, S‘ptnnber Term. I
declared not yet due,
1). 1869.
Amount ol all other existing claims against
On the foregoing Ordered. That the Libelant
the Company,
notify
the said David Brown, of the pendency thereof,
by pub
Total amount of Losses, Claims and Inalishing an attested copy of her libel, and this order there
bilities.
$120,387.83 on three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
being a paper, printed at Belfast, in the County of Waldo
The greatest amount insured on any one risk is $75,- the last publication to be thirty days at least before t:u
next term of the Supreme Judicial Court, to be hold* n
000, hut will not as a general rule exceed $10,000.
The Company has no general rule as to the amount al- at Rockland, within and tor the County of Knox, on tie
lowed to be insured in any city, town, village or block, second Tuesday of March next, that he may then
being governed in this matter, in each case, by the gen and there appear and shew cause, it any he have why
eral character of buildings, width of streets, facilities the prayer of said Libelant should not be granted.
for putting out fires, &c.
Attest —EDWIN ROSE, Clerk.
A true copy of libel and order of Court thereon.
A certified copy of the Charter or Act of IncorporaAttest—EDWIN
ROSE, Clerk.
tion, as amended, accompanied a previous statement.
William Beattie, Attorney for libellant.
State of New York,
I
City and County of New York, ss. \
CHARLES J. MARTIN, President, and JOHN II. A\7GIF.REAS NATHAN CLARK of Freedom, in the
▼V
County ot Waldo, on the sixth day of Septem
WASU BURN, Secretary of the Home Insurance Comb*-r, A. D. 1850, by h/s deed of mortgage of that date,
pany being severally and duly sworn, depose and sny,
to me and Hannah Clark,
my late wife, wh*»
and each for himself says, that the foregoing is a true, mortgaged
was then in full life bat since d ceased, a certain
parcel
lull and correct statement of the affairs of the said Corof land, situated in said Freedom, and said mortgage Is
and
that
are
the
above
described
officers
poration,
they
recorded In the Waldo Registry of Deeds, book 151,
thereof.
CHARLES J, MARTIN, President.
page «jf>, reference thereto may be bad for a particular de
.1. II. WASHBURN, Secretary.
of said land, and whereas the conditions ot
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day ol scription
said mortgage have been broken, by reason whereof l
A.
I). 1870.
THOMAS ¥. GOODRICH,
January.
claim a foreclosure of the same.
Notary Public.
SAMUEL CLARK.
SAWYER & STAPLES, Agents,
;tw:.»
By James B. Murch, his Attorney.
3w2U
Belfast, Maine.

LUMBERMEN!

be paid for.!

528,338.00

Amount of Other Property, Miscellaneous
Items.
Amount Due for Premiums on Policies issued at Office (Eire and Inland;
Amount of Bills Receivable for Premiums
on Inland Navigation Risks. &c.,
Interest due on 1st January, 1870,
Government Stamps on hand,

t!29

MARRIED.

DIED.

at

apparatus,

Hayford Block,

>

C A 1 M.'

WINTER

Bonds,)

City.

ti

D. L. PEAVY

.....

offered in Belfast

14, 13G‘‘.

proposes to sell off his entire stock of

Amount of Bank Stocks market value,
138,100.00
Amount of Loans on Bonds and Mortgages 1
being the first lien of record on Unincum- I
bcrea Real Estate, worth at least $3,753,- ; Giou.uio.uu
900, rate of interest 7 per cent.
J
Amount of Loans on Stocks, and
payable on demand, the market value of > 498,675.00
necuiities pledged, at least $621,509.50,
>
Amount of Steamer Magnet and wrecking

ever

Dec.

All!

23.750.oo

Bonds,

at lower

than

prices

GEO. 0. BAILEY.
Belfast,

25,000.00

Amount of Alabama Bonds,
of South Carolina
Amount

Billiard Tables at Reduced Prices.
debility, impotence, sterility, &c.,are discussed
masterly manner in this volume, and it should be "VTEVV and second-hand carom or four pockets, all
read by everybody. Another important work from the
sizes, with the latest combination spring cushions,
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WO- _13l
pen of Dr. Haves,
better than all the
standard Keces or
MEN, AND 1IER DISEASES,” Is also published by whalebone cushions. patent humbug
Catgut cushions excluded. Please
the Peabody Medical Institute. Read their advertisecall before purchasing elsewhere. II. HEIMS, 100 Sudment in another column.

In this city, Jail. 30th, by the Itev.W. O. Thomas,
John R. Curtis ot Bristol, and Miss PhideliaJ.
Mathews of this city.

1,492,378.75

73,500.00

Brooklyn City

of

Bonds,

Bailey,

40,769.31 has taken the store formerly occupied by F. A. Knowlton, at the foot of Main street, and is opening an entire
new stock, which will be sold at
prices to suit the times.

$206,425.00)i

County Bonds, market value,
of Queens County
Bonds, market value,
Amount of Richmond County
Bonds, market value,

Ladies, call and secure the excellent bargains waiting for
you, for these goods are
to

CORN, FLOUR, GROCERIES. &c
(xeo. O.

Amount

nervous
in a

Capt.

NEW GOODS

|

the

busy for the
last week, marking down
prices to almost a whole-

EXPERIENCE

4w28sp

$239 150.13

market value,
1,285,953.75
Amount, of Missouri Bonds 0
per cent., market value,
21,720.00 ]
Amount of N. Carolina Bonds,
6 per cent., market value,
5,482,50
Amount of Tennessee Bonds,
I
0 per cent., market value,
13,000.00
Amount of Wisconsin Bonds,
6 per cent., market value,
30,000.00
Amount of Illinois Bonds, 0
per cent., market value,
10,320.00
Ain’t of Rhode Island Bonds,
0 per cent., market value,
50,000.00
Amount of California Bonds,
7 per cent., market value,
59,000.00
Amount of Connecticut Bonds,
market value,
101,000.00
Amount of N. Y. City and

simonton bkos. & co

Dr. A. H.
for the preof
such
a
work
as
that
which
he
paration
has given to
the public under the auspices of the Peabody Medical
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or
Institute, entitled
SELF-PRESERVATION.” The causes and cures of

$4,395,9St.63

transmission,

ttl4

diseases relating to the generative

CACCIOLA having wholly refurnished his
SHAVING AND HAIK DKKSSING HOOM.S

istf23

Amount of U.S.

OF

In the treatment of

paper.

Amount of cash in Continental
National Bank, N. Y,f
Amount of cash in hands of
Agents, and in course of

of

PIANO FORTE. Residence at Mrs.
AUSMELL’K Congress Street, Bellast.
TEACHER

iaculty in man and woman, acquired by
Hayes, of Boston, has eminently fitted him

ROOMS

IN THE STATE.

QUANTITY of sticks of Yellow Ash, from 30 to
40 feet long, to be hauled during the winter. Apply

Total amount of capital and surplus,

Goods, Fancy
Goods and Flannels,

Mrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER

Monday Eve,

CALL

to March 1st.

Dress

Oml?

THE CrllEAT

HAIR DRESSING

tf25

STATEMENT

stock the LARGE line of

HAYFORD HALL, BELFAST,

A young man in Stonington tried to clean his gun
by putting a red-hot poker down the barrel, lie
can’t find one of his lingers.

intend

we

!»• F. BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
GOODWIN A CO., Boston, Agents lor New

Special attention given to beginners.

the editoi

ASSETS.

GEO. C.

England.

to

corner Main and High streets,(up
stairs,over Dr. Moody's
Drug Store, would call the attention ot the public to the
changes and improvements lie has made.
of the condition of the HOME INBay Rum free to all.1
SURANCE COMPANY, of New York, on the 1st
Clean Towel to every customer.
day of January, A. D. 1870, made to the Insurance ExRich and Poor served alike.
aminer of the State of Maine, pursuant to the statute
of that State.
Neatness and Dispatch is our motto.
Special attention given to Ladies'and ChilNAME AND LOCATION.
dren’s work.
The name of this Company is the Home InsurA lull assortment of
Perfumes, Hair, Oil and Pora
ance Company, incorporated in 1853, and located in ades,
foreign and American, and all Fancy Goods of th«
the City of New York.
trade constantly on hand. Prices to suit the time-*.
U3i} call. Satisfaction warranted. Rcniem
her
J. CACCIOLA’S Fashionable Hair
CAPITAL.
Dressing
The capital of said Company actually paid
Rooms, corner Main and High streets, up stairs orer
amosM
up in cash, is
$2,000,000.00 Dr. Moody’s Drug Store.
The surplus on the 1st day of Jan., 1870,
2,305,980.03

the

out

lot, prior

And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. So other is
genuine.
They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp

Masquerade Ball,

the bed at all.

A

put upon their Counters,

cleaning

Apply

22.

to the editor of this
Dec. 13, 1881).

for tire express purpose of

1(. NinPXOX.

Is beyond a
question the very best; medicine of the day
lor all COUGHS, COLDS, Sore THROAT and LUNGS !
Also lor Whooping Cough and Croup in Children it is
the most effective medicine ever used.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.

office.

this paper.

THE MOST FASHIONABLE

Yellow Ash Wanted-

all the

have been taken from the Shelves

pencil

ARRIVED.

occupied

nearly

Simonton Eros. &Co.

at reasonable

Jan -‘.;h Schs Ida Morton, Cottrell, Boston; HarMAINE STATE TEMPERANCE CONVENTION. mony, Hurt, do.
•’.1st Sell W T Emerson, Dorr, Baltimore.
Jan.
28. The State TemLewiston, Me.,
SAILED.
perance Convention reassembled this morn
Jan 28th. Schs Banner, McFarland, Boston; James,
mg with a still larger attendance. Speeches Jewett, Coombs, do,
were made by various persons.
lion. NelSell Loochoo, of Bellast, Turner, from New York lor
son Dingley,'jr., ttoiri the
Committee on Boston,
with a cargo of oats, before reported as having
Resolutions, reported as follows:
goue on the Marine Railway, at Holmes’Hole, tor recame off the Railway Saturday, P M, and same
pairs,
total
abstinence
for
the
First—Declaring
night, during a heavy squall Irom the N W, dragged
individual and prohibition for the State as both
anchors and went ashore on the east side of the
the fundamental principles for permanant harbor, near Norris wharf. Slw> is full ot water, and
will have to discharge her cargo before being got off.
in
progress
temperance reformations. Second
Sell Nathan Clifford, Bullock, from Belfast for New
—That it is the duty of every friend of the York, is aground
on the flats to the eastward of Hiker’s
reform to give the influence of his example, Island. She will probably float oil at the next high
water.
his sympathy and his utterances to elevate
public sentiment against the use and sale of
GRAND
intoxicating liquors as a beverage. Third
—That the church should take the lead in advancing tlie cause. Fourth—Congratulating
the friends of the cause that the
prohibitory
States have stood the demoralization of the
—AT—
war better than the license
States, and declares that the prohibitory laws stand on the
same basis as laws
against theft, gambling
saloons and houses of ill fame. Fifth—De—ON—
claring it the duty of the State to provide for
the uniform and impartial execution of its
laws. Sixth—Commending the Good Templars and Sons of Temperance. Seventh—
Under tin, auspices and ior the beueiit of
Declaring it the duty of temperance men to n.4»uix(iiox EXGixn co. aro. 4.
support only that party that stands by proCOJIMITTKk OF AKHAN6EMENTS.
hibition.
I,. I). WoonwAnn,
Chas. U. Mitchkli..
The resolutions were adopted, and a State
•s. ». Hkkset.
YVm. F. YVASHisun.v,
Committee chosen.
Wm. .). Coliu k.n,
YVm. F. lit.an,
A, O. DLKUK33,
C. O. PlIOIt,
Wm. M. Hall,
The Fall River News says that the dead person
found in a room on the Metropolis proves to be Mr. Music
by HALL’S BAND, of Boston.
Hanford of Lexington, a prominent citizen of that
WM. 11. WHIDDEN, Prompter.
place and an agent of a sugar refinery near Boston
on a salary of $5000 a year.
lie was 05 years of
Geo. I’. Reymond, 52 Chambers Street, Boston, will be
age and had never been subject to fainting spells, at the New England House, Bellast, a few days before
it is a little singular that the key to Ids state room the dance, with a variety ot Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
should have been on the outside of the door. He Costumes, which will be furnished at reasonable rates.

had not

that

DRY GOODS at

Wharfage and Storage,
principal

X

of

Belfast, Dec.

of'

SPECIAL NOTICES.

On the
terms.
13tf

Boom to LetHoom in City Block, over Isaac Allard’s store
rpilE
and under the Journal

lb.

APPLES—There is no change in price, and while
some holders are as firm as a rock at S4
50, there are
others who are willing to to sell at $4 25 per bbl.
VEGETABLES—There is an ample supply and a mod
erate demand for Potatoes at 60a05c for New York stock
and 70u75 per bush lor Maine Potatoes.
HAY—The receipts continue ample, and the market is
not brisk, although sales of good lots are made at
quoted
rates. We quote prime Eastern cargo hay at $20a24
per ton, and Vermont and Eastern prime by the car
load at $20a24 per ton; Inferior qualities at l(>al7, and
S wale Hay at $15. New York Hay $20a23 per ton. New
Y ork Straw $2-'»a26 per ton.

man LULU HI

and introduced testimony to show
that plff. had suffered no damage. Verdict for
plff.
lor $12.To. Jewett for plff.
Many people, particularly children, suffer with
Abbott for ih Its.
Uie ear ache; and for the benefit of such we
Oliver Benner, Appellant, vs. Inhabitants of
give a
sure lint simple
remedy. Put in two or three
Northport. 1 he Plff. was arrested and committed 01 Johnson's Anodyne Liniment, stop the eardrops
with
to jail for non-payment of a tax assessed on Him undressed wool, bathe the feet in warm water before
to
and
going
the
head
bed,
warm at night.
keep
liy the town of Northport, and was released upon
( 'apt. Charles
giving a lionil. lie subsequently paid the amount
Sugar, who keeps a superb stock
ot livery horses in Portland,
ol the bond to the jailor, and
Me., informed us rebrought this action to cently that he uses the Sheridan's
Cavalry Condition
recover back tin: money, claiming that lie was not Powders
regularly in his stables, and that the exa resident of Northport at the time the tax
was pense is more than offset by thedeminished amount
assessed. Defendants claimed that the tax was ol grain necessary to keep Ids horses alwavs in
good order.
legally assessed, and denied that payment to the
A Household Remedy. No
jailor would enable Plff. to recover of the town.
family should he
without some efficacious remedy for the cure of afVerdict for Plff. for $17.50. McLellan for Plff'.
fections so universally prevalent as coughs, colds
Hoyle for Deft.
(sore throat, whooping-cough and croup—some
Inhabitants of Belfast, vs. Inhabitants of Morrill, remedy, too, which can be relied upon as safe, sure
and certain. AVarren’s Cough Balsam is all that is
suit to recover for
supplies furnished the wife of required.
John Campbell. Defts. denied that
Campbell had
Tjie Question Settled. Those eminent
a settlement in
men,
Morrill, denied notice and claimed Dr. James
Clark, Physician to Queen Victoria, and
that Campbell’S
marriage was procured by Harri- Dr. Hughes Bennett, says that consumption
can be
s''1' I lay ford, the contractor to
support the paupers cured. Dr. AVistar knew this when lie discovered
his now widely known Balsam of AVild
of Belfast, for the purpose of
Cherry,
avoiding bis liability and experience lias
proved the correctness of his
to support the wife. The jury
returned a general opinion.
verdict for the Defts., and found
that
Campbell had a derivation settlement from ins
BUIAST PRICES CCRREAV.
father in Morrill; and that Campbell’s
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
marriage
was procured by Ilayford to avoid
Belfast, Wednesday, February 2, 1870.
supporting the
*7.00 to 12 Round Hog,
Flour,
wife.
12 to H
Corn Meal,
t .25 to 0.00 Clear Salt Pork,
*34 to 35
George O. Holmes, vs. Joseph V. Bartlett. This Kye Meal,
1.75 to 0.00 Mutton per
5 to 07
lb,
1.50 to 0.00 Lamb per lb,
was a suit to recover “boot” which Plff. claimed
0 to 08
of Rye,
1.20 to 0.00 Turkeys, per lb,
Corn,
20 to ”5
Deft, on exchange of horses. Deft, claimed that
SO to O.Oo Chickens, per
Bailey,
15
to 20
lb,
2.25 to 3.00 Ducks, per lb,
the horse he received of Plff. did not prove to be as Beans,
20 to °5
Marrowfat Peas ,1.50 to 00 Geese,
15
to 20
warranted. Verdict for Plff. for $18.00.
00to
05 ltay per ton,
Fogler Outs,
*10tot8
Potatoes
40 to 47 Lime,
for Plff. Nickerson for Deft.
*1.50 to 00
Dried Apples,
12 to
14 Washed Wool,
35 to 40
Patience E. Mahoney, libellant, vs. Joint J. Ma75 to 1.00 Unwashed
Cooking, do,
25 to 30
Wool,
30 to 33 Pulled Woo!,
honey. Divorce decreed. Simontou for libellant. Butter,
40 to 00
20 to 22 Hides,
7 to 00
Lizzie A. Partridge, libellant, vs. Mathew Par- Cheese,
35 to 00 Calf Skins,
Eggs,
16 to 00
22 to 24 Sheep
tridge. Divorce decreed. Libellant to have cus- Lard,
Skins,
75to*l
8 to
10 Wood, hard,
Beef,
tody of minor children. Fogler for libellant.
*0.00 to 7
David Norton, libellant, vs. Lucy Norton. Di- Apples, Baldwin, 1.25 to 1.75 Wood, soft,
*4 00 too
0 to
A ral,
00 Dry Pollock,
5 to 0
vorce decreed.
Jewett for libellant.'
8 to to | Straw,
Dry Cod
*8 to to
care,

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Monday, Jan. 31.
BUI 1ER—-Wc quote good Vermont and New York
dairies at 35a38c per lb with an occasional sale of
tine fall Butter at 40rt42c and upward; common dairies at 28a31c; Canada at30a35c; Western at 29a30 for
good, and 23a24c for inferior; bakers’ 21a22c per lb.
EGGS—With cooler weather there is a little firmer
feeling, but there is no improvement in prices, and sales
have been made at 30c per doz.
BEANS—The market remains dull, but wc hear ot a
few sales at quoted rates. We quote choice Western
pea Beans at $2 00a2 75; common do at$l 75a2 25; choice
hand-picked mediums at $1 87a2; common do $1 37al 50
per bush. Canada Peas common 85a05c; do screened
choice $1 Inal 20; do choice
cooking in bbls $1 00 per

day of January, 1870, to the State

on

District Court of the United t
n
11
UANh‘Kl
States. District of Maine.
\
In the matter of DAVID B. NEWTON, Copartner of
the firm of Emery A Newton, Bankrupts.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petition having
been presented to the Court, on the second day ot
February, A. D. 1869, by David B. Newton of Winter
in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he might
port,
be decreed to have a lull discharge lrom all his debts,
provable under the Bankrupt Act, both as an individual
and ns a copartner in the firm ol Emery A Newton, con
sisting of the petitioner and Lewelin Emery; upon
which an order of notice In the Republican Journal and
the Rocklaud Free Press, issued, returnable before the
Court in Portland, on the first Monday in
July, A. D.
1869, which order on inspection of the record of said
case shows not to have been complied with; and it now
upon a further petition ot said Bankrupt,
appearing
the petitioner endeavored in good faith to obey the or
der of the Court, and believed that he had done so, aud
thut the failure to comply therewith was wholly the result ot accident and inadvertence, upon now reading,
upon this twenty-ninth day of January, A. D. Wo, said
petition for discharge anew.
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the first Monday of April, A. D, 1870,
before the Court in Portland, in said District, at lo
o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published in
the Republican Journal and the Rockland Free Press,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week, for
three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at
said time and place, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petition should not be grauted.

THIS

WM. P.

Capital Stock

all

paid up,

$3,000,000.00

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS:
Real Estate unincumbered,
(’ash on hand, in Bank, and in Agt’s bauds,
United States Securities,
State, City and Town Stocks and Bonds,
Bank and Trust Cos.* Stocks,
Railroad Cos,’ Stocks,

Mortgage Bonds,
Loans on Real Estate,

$253 319.14

682,682!08
784 218.75

94L385.00
1,426,445.00
471.430.00

967,125.00
23,000.00

Total Assets.

$5,549,501.97

Aggregate Amount

at risk,
$207,728,781.00
Amount of Premium Notes,
None.
Amount of Liabilities for unsettled Losses,
255,768.89
Amount of accrued Profits on income,
995.414.61
lw30

better.

WM. B. CREAMER, Agent,
Waldoboro’. Maine,
PIANO

TUNED

FORTES

AND

REPAIRED

—BY—

J. W. WHEELER.

^“Satisfaction Guranteed.
Instructions received from MR. AM1LE (iUTMAR
New York, Orders received at Washburn’s Bookstore
and W.O. Poor it Son,
3w?s*

3w30

PREBLE,

Clerk of the District Court for said District.

District Court of the United ) T
R. VK......
dankruttcv.
States, District of Maine.
)
In the matter of JOSEPH F. IIALL, Bankrupt.

IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has
been presented to the Court this fourteenth day of
A. D. 1870,
Joseph F. Hall, of Lincolnville,
in said District, a
praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, individually, and as a partner ot the following named firms, to wit: McClure A
Co., the other member whereof was James McClure;
Johnson, llall & Co., the other members whereof were
II. H. Johnson, and Ansel Lothrop; McClure,
& Co., the other members whereof were Benjamin W.
Lothrop, and James McClure: Hall, Lothrop & Co., the
other member whereof was Benjamin W. Lothrop, and

THIS
January,

by
bankrupt,

Lothrop

upon reading said petition,
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
of April, A. D.
upon the same, on the first
1870, before the Court in Portland, In said District, at
10 o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published
in the Rockland Free Press and the Republican Journal, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three weeks, and that all creditors who have
proved their debts and other persons In interest, may apat said time and place aud show cause, it any they
avc, why the prayer of said Petition should not be

Monday

Eear

granted.

3w30

WM, P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court for said District.

----

T--..

For the lirst time, now, the young lady no-;
liced the trouble in his lace and voice.
Tho weather leech of the topsail shivers,
“What is it?” she asked quietly, “trouble
The bowlines strain Jand the lee shrouds slacken,
for me!”
The braces are taut, the lithe boom quivers,
“Yes. Miss Evelyn.”
Ami the waves with the coming storm-cloud
blacken.
“About monev matters, of course.”
“Yes."
Open one point on the weather bow,
Is the light-house tall oil Fire Island head,
“You seem rather reluctant to toll it, Mr.
There's a shade of doubi on the Captain's brow.
Underhill. I beg you will think hotter ot
And the pilot watches the heaving lead.
me.
Whatever it is, I shall lie glad to hear
I stand at the wheel, and with eager eye
it at once.”
To sea and to sky, and to shore l gaze
“I have cause to hesitate in tolling it, dear
As the mutter'd warning of “Full and bv"
lady for it is very unpleasant—very
young
I> suddenly changed to “Full for stays!"
You remember the conditions ot
indeed.
the
before
breeze
lower
Tho ship bends
your late guardian’s will ?”
As her broadside fair to the blast she lays,
“Perfectly, sir.”
Andjshe swifter springs to the rising seas
“Will you havethe goodness to repeat them
As*the pilot calls “Stand by for stays!"
to me, Miss Evelyn ?”
It i< silence all, as each in his place,
“Certainly. Ilis whole fortune—one lmnWith the gathered coils in his harden’d hands,
dred thousand dollars, and this house, as it
By t ack and bowline, by sheet and brace.
stands, became mine unconditionally, proWaiting the watchword impatient stands.
vided his nephew, supposed to be dead in
And the light on Fire Island head draws near,
Should lie
California, never reappeared.
A' trumpet wing'd, the pilot's shout
From his post on the bowspirit's head I hear.
ever reappear—something highly improbable
With the welcome call of “Ready about!"
—the fortune passed from me to him at

“TACKING

SHIP^OFF

SHORE.”

No time to span ; it i< touch-and-go,
down helm, hard
Vml the captain growls,
down!"
As mv weight on the whirling spokes I throw.
While tic- heaven grows black with the stormcloud's frown.

High o'er the knight-heads flies the spray,

the shock of the plunging sea,
And my shoulder stiff to the wheel I lay,
As l answer. “Ay, ay. sir, hard a-leo."
A*

we

meet

topviils flutter,

the

jibs collapse,

A:
belay, and tug at the groaning elects:
The spanker slat' and the mainsails flaps.
Ami thunders the order, “Tacks and sheets!"

'Mid the rattle of blocks and the tramp of the crew,
lli"'*s the rain of the rushing squall.
The sails are aback from clew to clew,
And now is the moment for ‘‘.Mainsail haul!"
And the heavy yards, like a baby's toy,
By fifty strong arms are quickly swung;
>hc h Ills her way, and 1 look with joy.
To the first while spray, o'er the bulwarks flung.
“Let go and haul!"—'tis the last command,
As the head sail' till to the blast once more,
Astern and to leeward lies the land,
With t!ie breakers white on the shingly shore.
What matters the reef or the rain or the squall?
I steady the helm for the open sea;
The first mate clamors, “Belay there all!"
And the captain's breath once more comes free.
And so off shore let the good ship fly.
Little care I how the gusts may blow,
In my fo'eastle bunk, in my jacket dry ;
Fight bells have struck and my watch is below.

NIGH

THEJjATES.

Since I know that I must die,
Since I know that life is waning.
Let no tear atlliet my eye,
NTor a saddened thought be staining
Sweet expectancies of home
In the happy land to come—
Dust of earth no more retaining.

:

Hardly two brief score of years
Have been givm to my story,
But they have been wrought with tears.
Like a ruin dark and hoary ;
<
>nly now remains the faith,
Ami the triumphs over death,
Or the Saviour's love; and glory.
When my sight is growing dim.
And the mortal bond repining.
Softly <iiig an olden hvinn

the life that is declining,
Andiny spirit will respond
T" the echoes from
beyond,
Where the gates of dawn are shining.
or

MISS EVELYN.
l'.Y

SEI.I.IK LKIi,

rain rain
i
hopeless day, with
wind and a sky of lead.
The
streets were dirty and sloppy, and muddy
and miserable. Women hurried along with
draggled skirts; men plunged through the
slippery mild with umbrellas and sulky faces.
A dark, dreary, miserable day; and all of its
gloom was reflecting in Miss Evelyn’ face, as
sin* stood looking out of her boudoir window.
She. was tall and stately, and beautifully
dressed, too, this Miss Evelyn ; and young—■
that is to say, twenty-live, so she need hardly
have worn that wearily, miserable look, one
would think, if the weather was bad. Besides, one would have thought it a line thing
to he Miss Constance
Evelyn, with a fortune
of a hundred thousand dollars, and such a
pretty room to nestle in on wet days.
Miss Evelyn dropped the curtains as the
little ormolu clock struck eleven, and began
walking up and down, up and down, with the
shadow in her face deepening and darkening
every moment.
Presently she stopped before a great mirror that reflected her form from
top to toe,
and gazed long and fixedly at the pale, proud
face, black, glossy hair, and blue eyes that
gazed back.
It till,

ail

—

easterly

..

or

\

...

is it

f

1.1

ov,

«l.-1.4.

at:

iv-

v.

only the wretched flattery that is

into the ear of every rich woman that
I know? U'hat does he think, I wonder?”
Ah! that little tell-tale pronoun? The
proudest »f these proud women are lmmhle
enough when “he” is in the question.
“And I am growing old,” thought Miss
Kvelyn. “1 never fancied so until last night.
The idea of an unmarried woman of five-andtwenty presuming to think herself young! I
passed him talking to a young lady—a gushing 'just out.’ I passed, hut they did not
see me. ‘MissEvelyn handsome!” exclaimed
Missy, in answer to something he had said,
‘Oh, yes, of course, but frightfully old, isn’t
she ? Why, she was going to he married to
Mr. Lawrence ever so long ago, ami was engaged to a cousin ages before that!’ That
1 walked away, and
was quite enough.
danced with the first gentleman who asked
me, and comprehended that my life was gone
and I was an old maid.”
She began walking up and down again,
her thoughts wandering gloomily into the

poured

all?”
“I do?”
She drew

a

And there my
is

alive, after

fluttering breath—turned

a

little

was all.
“Is he here—in the city ?”
“I regret, for j our sake, to say lie is."
There was a pause. She sat very still—
pale and cold—her hands folded in her lap.
“You have scenhim, of course, Mr. Underhill ?”
“Yes, Miss Evelyn, Mr, George Thorne
came to my office yesterday, and proved his
identity beyond the shadow of a doubt, lint
he has acted very generously—very nobly, 1
I fold him the condition of his
must say.
uncle's will and that 1 had no doubt you wen*
ready to abide bv it. Ilis answer was: The
young lady shall do as she pleases. If her
conscience and her honor tell her to resign it.
of course I take it: if not, let her rest assured
1 shall never disturb her in its possession.’ I
was so:prised : very few men in his position
would say as much, I assure jam."
“lie is verj' kind,” said Miss Evelyn,
slowly, and whiter than marble, “and very
generous. Tell George Thorne—tell Mr.
Thorne, that my conscience and my honor
command me to resign his fortune without a
moment’s delay. It is his from this hour.”
“But mj' dear Miss Evelyn, hear me. There
may he: a compromise, a half, a quarter, of it
may bo retained. It is too much for you to
resign what has been yours for so long, like
this.”
■

a Willi

too luucii.

mere

can

oe no

f would not take a dollar of it
It is his.
me from starving.
Do you think T could accept the
not mine.
charity of a stranger? You ought to know
me better. Mr. Underhill.”
Mr. Underhill bowed. He did not understand this sort of thing himself. It was not
lint he did understand the
in his line.
dashing of those blue eyes, the ringing of
that proud voice. He had seen both before,
and knew that the laws of Draco were nothing to the liatof Miss Evelyn.
"1 shall depart to-day,” she said, rising,
with a certain queenliness of bearing that
always overawed ordinary mortals. “Mr.
Thorne can take possession of his house and
fortune at once,
(food dav, Mr. Underhill.”
The smile that accompanied the little
white hand was t cry sweet and gracious, but
the lawyer did not dare to question her.
She was gone a moment after, and was
up in her boudoir once more, looking out
at the slanting rain and gloomy sky, with
something altogether new to think about.
Miss Constance Evelyn disappeared very
suddenly from that brilliant society of
which she had been one of the most brilliant
stars.
It was a nine-day's wonder, this
romantic whirl of (brume; and society was
on the qtti vive to catch a glimpse of Mr.
(leoriro Thorne and make a hero of him;
but Mr. Thorne fought shy of society and
didn't show. They wondered—her dear
live hundred friends—what had become, of
her, poor thing! and went on dressing and
dining, and party-giving, and presently
forgot she had over existed.
And all the men who had loved her, or
told her so, which is the same thing—where
were they now?
One only, a simple-hearted
young millionaire of twenty-one, whom the
world had not yet quite spoiled, and who
viewed in fear and trembling the haughty
belle, wrote her an oiler of his hand and
heart. Young Mr. Millionaire got an answer
by return of post—very civil, but very cold.
Miss Evelyn was much obliged to him, but
begged to decline.
Miss Evelyn was residing with a widow
lady somewhere in Edensburg. Miss Evelyn
had advertised for music pupils on such reasonable terms that she had got some, and in
a few weeks had her hands full, and was kept
on the treadmill from morning till night.
She and that heartless society, with which
she had found so much fault, were never likely to trouble each other again. She could
have borne that—she could have borne the
falling oil' of “summer friends” without one
pang; but she could not bear that “he” should
be so utterly heartless. It was Mr. Chillingham, who was handsome and an author, and
with whom she had been in love for the past
six months, in spite of herself. She had not
wanted to love him—she had fought like a
heroine against it—but, ah ! who could resist
the seductive eloquence ol those deep, dark
eyes, the persuasive sweetness of that earnest voice?
He was so different from other
men—so noble, so
gifted, so perfect in his
splendid manhood—that she could as soon
have stopped the beating of her heart as stopped its beating for him. And she had thought
that he had loved her—had he not given her
every reason to think so, except the three
jpoor words, “1 love you?” And now, and
now !
Miss Evelyn never complained—never
shirked her duties—fought the battle of life
bravely, and wore away to a shadow. No
weather kept her in doors, no cold confined
her to her bed—she went on and gave her lessons. and drudged and
drudged, week after
week, until the good widow’s heart ached to
see her.
“You’re killing yourself,that’s what you’re
doing,” she said to her; “look at your feet,
soaking wet—and you with that cold ! whv
don’t you let your pupils wait when the
weather’s not tit for a stray dog to he out!
You’ll ho in your grave in six months.”
Miss Evelyn laughed—a mirthless sort of

compromise,

Do not blame me that my life
In its passage grew so dreary:
Days there were, above the strife.
When the springtide made it cheery
And my weakness, not my sin.
Mad- it seem so dark within;
Let me rest, for I am weary.

f

“Precisely,
Evelyn.
bad news begins.”
“You mean this nephew

hardly,

Will ye think of me when dead
As ye thought of me when 1 i\ mg?
But no marble at my head.
But a simple stone, receiving
Only what l stood contest
In my nature at its best—
All my meaner life forgiving.

n

Miss

••.mu

Yes. my feet are tending there,
Where the loved and long departed
Will renew their gentle care,
When they left me heavy hearted;
And the circle will be found
In the never ending round.
Full as when on earth we started.

Oil, I might have done so much
That is now without a token;
Oh, I might have learned to touch
Tender chords that now are brok
And a winsome smile or word
In its fitness might have stirred
Hopes that now cannot be spoken.

ee.”

pale—that

With the >werving leap of a starred steed
Til** ship flics last in the eye of the wind.
The dangerous shoals on the Ice recede.
And th<* headland white we have left behind.
Th

on

to save

laugh enough.

“t don’t know that that would he much
loss to the world, Mrs. Norris. But you really fret yourself about me for nothing. You
don’t know how strong 1 am. Nothing hurts

me.”
It was a week after this that coming to the
past.
“And what a useless life it has been ! What house of one of her wealt hiest patrons. Miss
a deceit society is !
What a shallow, vapid, Evelyn found company in the parlor, a gentleempty mockery! 1 am weariness to myself, man talking to her pupil. The pupil was a
ami a useless thing to my fellow-creatures. very pretty young lady of eighteen—the genIf we are all born with a destiny to accom- tleman, Mr. Chillingham. It was another
plish, and a work to do, it is time I found wet morning, and the music teacher’s garmine out, and began it. What is an old ments were dripping.
maid’s mission, any way? To talk scandal,
“Really, Miss Evelyn, I hardly expected
drink tea, and be snubbed? Come in ?”
you in this shower,” the young lady said, not
There had been a modest rap at the door. ovcrgraciously. “I am engaged this mornMary, the housemaid, appeared.
ing, anil don’t think I shall take my lessons.”
“If you please, miss, Mr. Underhill is in
“Bray, don’t let me prevent you,” said Mr.
the drawing room.”
Chillingham. “Miss Evelyn and I are old
Miss Kvelyn started.
friends, and 1 am more than happy to meet
“Mr. Underhill? Such a
morning! Well, her again."
lie extended his hand ; she just touched it.
go down, Mary, and tell him I’ll be there in
a moment.”
Her lingers like ice—her hand cold and still
She shook out her flowing morning robes, as marble—told no tales. She could almost
smoothed her glossy braids, and slowly de- forgive him his sudden appearance, rememMr. Underbill, Miss Evelyn’s lawscended.
bering that Mr. Chillingham remained all
yer, a sober, elderly man, rose up at her en- through the lesson, sitting in a distant corner
trance.
holding a book, and furtively watching the
“Good morning, Miss Kvelyn! dreary day, music teacher. It
might have touched any
isn’t? You didn’t expect a visitor such heart that cared for her—the
haggard change
weather.”
in the once beautiful face. But the book made
“Hardly,” Miss Evelyn answered, languid- a shield for Mr Chillingham; and, besides,
ly. “Hut you are very welcome, Mr. Under- there was no one there to see.
hill.”
After that. Miss Evelyn met Mr. ChillincI wish I hain very often at. the house of her
“Thank you, Miss Evelyn.
pretty pubrought more welcome news.”
pil. llul the old intimacy was not renewed.

Miss Evelyn was like flint—solder to him
than any stone. She listened, if he would
persist in talking to her, and answered in
monosyllables. She declined haughtily and
peremptorily when he asked permission to
see her home ; and three days after wrote a
note to the young lady, begging to lie excused from further attendance.
Two days after, coming home late in the
evening, fagged and nearly worn to death
with a hard day’s work, she found a visitor
awaiting her in the little parlor. Going in.
she saw to her surprise and anger, Mr. Chillingham. She stood before him, more queenly than in the days of old, haughtily questioning with fixed blue eyes.
“Pardon me, Miss Evelyn, for this intrusion," bo said, coming forward; “but you
shun me so persistently in other places, that
I had no alternative. You have given me no
chance to say what I have been longing to
say ever since I found you. That T love
you, Constance, that I want you tobeiny wife!"
She stood in pale amaze, looking at him.
•She had loved him—she did love him dearer
than life. She clasped her hands over her
fluttering heart, not able to speak.
“You are the noblest and bravest woman I
“I thought so long
ever met," he went on.
ago and loved you; but I never knew it so
fully, and never loved you so dearly as since
If I
your generous renunciation of fortune.
wailed for a time, Constance, it was not that
my love ever faltered, but I wished to see if
you could brave adversity. You have, heroically; and now, loving you, T think, better
than man ever loved woman, 1 ask you Constance Evelyn, to be my wife.”
He held out his arms. With a great sob,
she was caught anil held to his true heart,
happy at last.
There was an hour’s delicious quiet in the
widow's parlor. Then Mr Chillingham, holding both her hands, and looking at her earnestly, said, “But I have a revelation to
make, and pardon to crave, my <jin-*ally Conf have deceived you !”
stance.
“lVeeived me'"she cried, turning pale.
“Yes, my dear, and many others.
My
name is not Chillingham!”
She sat looking at him—white and turning cold.
“I am George Chillingham Thorne, your
guardian’s nephew, long since supposed to
be dead in California, and I am the heartless
scamp who has robbed you of your fortune.”
She gave a little gasping cry. Mr. (i. C
Thorne, laughing in her face, went on: “I
did it with malice aforethought. I wanted to
try you as they try gold in the crucible.
You have come out a thousand fold brighter,
and I am rewarded. Can you forgive me?”
I suppose she did, for she married him and
went back into society more regal and uplifted than ever. And as marriage is the ultimatum of womanly hopes and the ■acme of
earthly bliss, 1 presume I may leave her.
ILLINOIS DIVORCES.
Yesterday morning, about ton o'clock, an
elderly, serious looking individual, well protected from the inclemency of the weather
by sundry layers of overcoats and comforters, entered the office of the Clerk of the
Supreme Court in a methodical manner, and
alter spending about ten minutes m unwrapping himself to a sufficient degree to be able
to articulate, expended about the same period
of time in slowly looking around him. After
carefully investigating the surroundings of
the highly ornamented office, the old gentleman’s eye rested upon the bland features of
one of the most gentlemanly and benevolent
of living deputy clerks.
Leaning toward him, he seriously enunciated the important monosyllable, “Cap!”
The personage thus addressed inquired
for further particulars.
“Cap,” repeated the stranger, “are you
given to unhitching folks here ? Do you divorce a little ?”
The reply to this interrogatory was ot a
somewhat atlirmatory character, whereupon
the questioner stated his grievance, after reluctantly admitting that his wife had not deserted him, neither had she been guilty of
adultery, cruelty, drunkenness, or any of the
other little eccentricities for which the law
allows a dissolution of the marital bonds.
“The old woman, Cap,” quoth he, “don’t
get along well with me. She jaws me fearful, and if any man can stand jawing his
name is not mine.
We don’t get along well
together, and haven’t for tire last thirty
years. I therefore want to be unhitched,
and I dont want her to know anything about
it until it’s all over. 1 want it done now.
because it's getting cold weather, and it will
take a good deal to winter her. Can I get
divorced here without any body finding it
out for a spell ?”
“.My friend,” responded the official, suavely and kindly, “see ye yonder desk ?”
The stranger responded the affirmative.
“If you come here in about one hour, you
will see three young men. whose natural ferocity is depicted on their countenances, sitting there together. In a moment they will
hear that a suit for divorce has been commenced ; they will rush for the papers ; they
will brutally assault each other for the first
chance to scan their contents, and then they
will write for four hours apiece. They arc
newspaper men, and will write you up for
publication; they are probably now in the
next room doing the same thing for somebody else. They will write an article about
you with thirteen head lines. They will
print all you know about yourself, and all
that any one else knows, and a great deal
that no one knows, ft may, of course, do
you good, but of that you will have to judge
yourself. You can’t get rid of them, for they
are affluent and incorruptible, and it won’t
be of any use to kill them, for at their offices
they keep men a great deal worse than thev
are.”
“Cap,” slowly and sadly asked the now
frightened suitor, “is that all true?”
“It is true, all of it, and less than the truth.”
“Then,” said the old man, with a melancholy air, as he proceeded to again envelop
himself in his multitudinous wrappings, “I
guess I’ll winter the old woman after all. [’ll
come back again next
year, and then, perhaps, those fellows will be dead.”
And silently and sorrowfully the disappointed one pulled his hat over his eyes and
quietly stole away. [Chicago Republican.
THE RED RIVER REBELLION.
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Distressing cases of Phthisic in a few minutes.
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to the Lungs
anil air cells, and relief is immediate and certain.
PATENTED, May IS, 16G9.
Price 75 cts. By Mail $1.00.
jr. C. LEWIS. Proprietor,
Belfast, Maine.
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V\i.( able Books.—We have received the valuable
mcdie.il works of Dr. Albert H. IIayea.*.These bucks
ot actual merit, and should find a place in every intelligent family. They are not the cheap order of about in
able trash, published by irresponsible,parties, and
purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a responsible i rofessionnl gentleman of eminence, as a
source t)l in-'.ruetion on vital
matters,concerning which
lamentable ignorance exist.-.. The important subjects
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S r., Boston, is consulted daily lor all diseasto the female system. Prolapsus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
menstrual
other
derangements, are all treated on newpathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
So invariably certain is this new mode
very few days.
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under
it, m!i»1 the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no ioubt had greater experience in the
cur-, of diseases of women than any other physician in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole attention to an office practice tor the cure of Private Diseases
in the
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no super1
N. B.—All letters must contain one
not be answered.
Office hours from 8 A. :>i, to 1) i\ m.
Boston July 25 I860.
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if failing to cure in less time than any
other physician, more effectually and permanently, with
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weather, with safe
pleasant medicines.
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TUE LADIES. —The celebrated DK. L, D1X
i
X particularly invites all Ladies who need a jfrdu at .*/•
Saryical adviser, to call at his Kooiih, J1 Endicott St
Boston, Mass., which they will tind arranged lor their
special accommodation.
DK. DIX having devoted over twenty yeurs to this
of the treatment oi all diseases peculiar
; particular branch
to
females, it is now conceded by all, (both iu this coun
j
try and Europe,) that he excels all other known practic
loners in the sai**, speedy and effectual treatment oi all
female complaints.
11 is medicines are prepared with the express purpose
of removing all disease;*, such as debility, weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also ull
discnnrge-. which 11.>w from a morbid state of the blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the
female sex, ami they are respectfully invited to call at
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them suffer, linger, and die, because
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The
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JAMES EM EKY, Jeweler, Bucksport.

B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest ccnfidence
all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience
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AGENTS WANTED everywhere to s< 11 the AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE, the only practical Family Knitting Machine ever invented. Price $25. Will
knit 2,0000 stitches per minute. Address AMERICAN
KNITTING MACHINE CO.. BosL.n, Mass., or St. i
Louis, Mo.
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physicians

certain cure. The best physicians recommend and preoltinscribe it; and no person who once uses this, will
tarily return to the use of any other > ithartic.
Sent by mail on receipt of price mi postage.
1 Box, $0,25.Postage «» cents
5 Boxes, 1.00.“IS
30
2.25
12
It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.
TI RIER A CO., l*ropriotor*,
120 Treuimit. Street, Rinton, tSa.M.
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Involuntary Seminal Losses, I .v.i’oi kxcy Mrnt. and
Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage. r*o., also
and Fits, induced by -elfCoxsrMi'Tiox,
indulgence or sexual extravagance.
cvn's.
ttSy' Price, in a s. ah d envelope, only
The celebrated author, iu this admirable es.-sy, oh-arl)
Dr. Hay
is one of the mo-: learned .m
popular
demonstrate.- from a thirty years’ successful practice, j physician- of the day, and i- eutit'ed to tin gratitude ot
that the alarming consequences of selt-abuse may be our race for these invaluable production
Ft seems to
radically cured without the dangerous use of internal I be bis aim to induce men and w nu n to avoid
medicine or the application of the knife, pointing out a | of those <li- uses to which they are subject, and he tells
mode ot cure at once simple, certain, and eifertual, by them just how ami when to do It. [ Fa run>,< t-u rh ,,Himeans ot which every sulferer, i.o matter what bis conde, Farmington, Me., Sept, d, l.stiy.
dition my be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and
These are truly scientific and popular works bv Dr.
radically.
one ol the most learned and
popular
l’hls Lecture should tie in t!i hands of every youth Hayes,
of the day.— The Medical and Surgical Journal, lull/,
and every man in the land.
18(>y.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
Brice of SCIENCE OF LI 1* K, $1.00.
I'll Y.SlOfd Hi Y
on receipt ot six cents, or two postage stamps, by addressing the publishers.
OF WOlftlX AND HER DISEASES, $-,oo. In TurAlso, DR. CULVERV ELL’S “Marriage Guide,” price
lull
ley morocco,
gilt, $5X0. Postage paid.
‘J5 cents.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address the publishers,
OB IN .», <’, hIJ \ E *V 4 41..
Address “The Peabody Mkdp'Al Is-iin tr," or
127 llow «*rv, fevr i'oik. Post Ollice Box 4.YIMI.
Du. HAY ES. No. 4 Bulflnch Street, Boston.

irritation, and never over taxes or excite.- tlie nervous
system. In all diseases of tne skin, blood, stomach,
bowels, liver, kidneys,—ot children, and in many diiiicultics peculiar to women, it brings prompt relief and
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Mild, Certain. Sale, Efficient. Itisfu •: .»• best Cathremedy yet discovered, and at once r< liove.s and inall the vital functions, without causing injury
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to the general public with the conviction that it, can
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never fail to accomplish all that is claimed lor it.
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A Kook for Every lloinan,
Entitled SEM AI. PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND
HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated ok PmIOLOGK 'ALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY from lNIW.Ni \
to Old AoK^with elegant Ili.i stkativi; i;>,,, \V.
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PORK.
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JAPAN TEA
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BEEF,
OOLONG
MUSCOVADO
LARD,
RAISINS
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OA I S, FISH, &c.
A lull and complete assortment of Groceries, which we
invit-e purchasers to call and examine, and we will
m ike prices satisfactory.
\VM. B. SWAN,
A. CU1TEU SIBLEY.
Belfast, May. 1, 1SG9.
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Debility, Hypocharising from the Errors
01 Youth,or the Indiscretions or Excesses of maure years.
This is indeed a book for every man. Price
only One Dollar. >5 pages, bound in cloth. Dll. A. II
HAYES, Author.
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CIIAS. A. DANA, KniTou.
The rhea pest, smartest, and best New York newspaper.
Everybody likes it. Three editions: Daily, 3M>1 SemiWkekly,
and Weekly, $11 uyear. All the News
at half-price. Full reports ...f rharkets,
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and Fruit Growers’ Club-, and a complete story in every
Weekly and Semi-Weekly number. A present of vuluablplants und vises to everv subscriber; inducements t.» canvassers unsurpassed
tff.lVSI Lffe Insurances, Grand Pianos,
Mowing MaehiiiL ', Parlor Organs, Sewing Machines, \i.,
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Dollar and try it.
I. \V. ENGLAND, Publisher Sun, New York.
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This collection is the most extensive and valuable ever
owned in the United State?. Valued about $»00.OOO. Comprising nearly two thousand pictures from
celebrated European artists, from the loth century tu
the present time, (including many originals ot great
from celebrated American artists.
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K. C. ALLEN Sc <•<>., Algesia, M \ink.
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Invigorator
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the appetite for these stimulants. It gives torn o debilitated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is renn>\ed from
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prices, so cheap that all
undersold lu the State.
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To the Honorable
Waldo

hjv

A. B. MATHE WS.
■

I
i

NOTICE.
or
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arit,ii

rrrsDAM i>rr. mi. mr
sir am ru
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Judge

—•

<>{ Probate

for the

County

oi

(iRFFl.Y guardian ot Ruins burner, minor
heir ot Woodman t urner, late of Palermo, in said
County. deceased, respectfully represents tliut said miiiot
is seized of a certain parcel et laud, situate In said J*aIcrino, and consisting of one-third part ol about 00 acres
and known as tin llomc.-deid of said deceased, subject
to the widow’s right of dower therein.
Wh kickkokk your petitioner prays your honor to grant
him a license to soil and convey said real estate of said
the rever.k ii »f the widow’s dower
minor, ; In
thereon, at public auction
JOHN' (iKKKIT

JOHN

hiding

At

mrt of Pr.ibatt

<

County of Waldo,

.
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a

t

e
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HENKY S.

one

nip

per week

Kl« II

during

the winter.

■ <-,>>
ll. lla-1 v\ ry I l;l-;sI> V Y.
Iletiirnlii'lenve tiostou every ElllDAY.
UEl). U. WEI.ES

Amin.

Fishiug

Vessel for Sale.
schooner SENATOR,III tons O.M.
good order and well found in sails

THE

^■

Is

in

rigging, cable, kc. Will be sold very low!
K. IS. UAUDNEK,
Ituckapoit.

I
'.x:o.
P<»N
ttoner
*

lold at Uelfast. w ithin and lor the
the second Tuesday of January

on

Petition.
tlo-foregoing
notice to all

Ordered, That the petlgive
persons interested, by
copy ot said petition, with this order thereon,
to be published three weeks
euccessivcly in the Republi
can Journal, a
papier printed at Reliant, that they may
at
a Probate Court, to
tie held at the Probate
appear
Otu- e in llelfast alor* said, on the second Tuesday oi

|i

i.iusing

a

February next, at ten o’chu k in the forenoon, and shew
it.any they have, whv the same should uot be
AS A i III KLoii; II, Judge.
granted.
A true copy. Attest
II. P III if, Register. JwJ.s

cause,

subscriber hereby givi public notice to all con
cerned, that lie has t»eeu duly appointed ami taken
upon himseli the trust ot Administrator ot the estate
of Silas Dillaway, late ot Frankfort, in the County of
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; lie
therefore request* all persons w ho are indebted to said

fJMHK
X.

deceased’* estate to make immediate payment, ami those
who have any demands thereon. to vhil.it the same for
dw’,.>
I'PI’OX TRKAT.
settlement to him.
fl’MlK suhscnhi hereby give* public notice to all Con
X. cerned, that he h is been diilv appointed and taken
upon himseli the trust of Administrator of the estate
ol FJ/..1 York, late of Monroe, in the
County ot
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs he
theieforc mpicnts all persons who are indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor
settlement to him.
Hvvjs
JOHN 1>. (’KUWKI.h.

i}5

r 1^1 IK subscribers
hereby give public notice to all con
X cerned, that they have been
appointed and
taken upon themselves the trust •*! F.xecutors ot tho
willol Alfred W. Johnson, late of Ib ll ist.in the County
of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs;
therefore request all persons who are indebted to
said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the
same for settlement to them. JOH N M. S. WILLIAMS.
(HAS. It. II A/Fill NL
w
I l)\Y \Rh JOHNSON.

duly

For Sale.
Schoolin' N. MOItltY, li'.r tons.
Schooner CONNKCTICI I l:;r tons.
In rooiI order lor Ijtisiu.—w.
Apply to AAliON !■ I: N I > I. IS I < »N.
llrlfiMt. .1.11). |. !. o,

I I.I*. IV11 I K.
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A. D. 'l*?o
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Si.

finished, with Land
laml, at Saturday
\vi-!iillga plcasttld
inducements. Ap
op* ri
>

:'.ii

PBOBATE NOTICES.

3?urnituro

United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to
insure an answer.
Address Du. L. Dix,No.21 Endicott St. Boston. Mass.
Boston .Jan. 1 l.-7o—1 yr

curt: sc vs

it

well

o

<>

largest

the

situ

!

to

Northport,

LOOK!
N

No-

>

A U1 * naii. -'l
1 xecutor in a cei
no
u
to be the last will and
:pui|
i'.
M<
:i;i
hi
I
n
h
late
ot Stockton.in
j
ird,
•'
I, hiving presented the
ever ofl'ored
mnt> : W .1 ». de.
in this citv
PAULOR NT ITS ot tin j said
same b r Probate.
LA 1'KST SI ALLS
j Ordered, that the said F/r.\ L. give notice to all
* > l’ 1.
«J l' S T
N I N <i
j p ison- iuteri'sted by causing a copy ul this order to be
i
in the Republican
j ubli.-hed three \vi-k.i
! LOOK
it tlic quality anil
price* at our lournal, printed at P.eltast, that they may appear
at a
Cl MdM
MAIIK WAI.M’I' ali.l CIIKSIM I
Probate
to
be
held
at
within
and tor said
Court,
Uelfast,
( IIAMIIKK
SKIS, K/l Ad K.KKS, >ll>| llnuths 1
ounty.on the second'I imsday ol February next.at ten ot
WHA l-MHh, &c„ &c.
ih<‘clock belore noon, ami shew cause, it uny
have,
why the same should mu he proved,approved and allowed.
at our large stock ol nillMnX Kl KM.
ASA 1 IH Ul.on.il, Judge
II KK. 1’INK ill AMItKi: •>!•: I
J
1;K 1 i.ST I. \ I is
A true copy. Attest li. P. Fmm.u, Register, :iwv!S
(
I'AHI.KS, ClIAlltS. See.., &c.

Mow

Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some ouack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
of the life and health of others, tln-re are’those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it Is contained in their
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained for
professedly curing, or “the. dollar,’-or fraction of it,’*
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many
are decuvod, also, and spend large amounts for expert
ments with quackery.
DR. DIX’S
charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
and
all
confidential,
may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of vie

sunn

<

'*•

i-ly

11. MATH I.WS.

No. 11 l’IKKMX KM >\\\
ami

V cool) iiorsl
barn ;i• i
out 1 !

^

rnTsl
1=9 *|

No. 11 Phoonix Row.
(’. !>.

QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.

desiring

Medicines.
F. I*. HENDERSON, M. !>., Consulting Physician,
cases cured by Contract.
Medical Advice, tree, niliee
hours, from s o’clock in the morning to b o'clock in th<
evening. Address all letters to
HENDERSON N STATUS, Agents,
University Branch, V'»o Congress St.,
ft'-1
Port land. Maine.

New York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST.

comm <11 k 11».

Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, he relics upon Mb net uv,and gives it
to all his patients, in Fills, Drops, See <o the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote. .Ac., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few* in a hundred.it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the laud; but, alas! nothing is said of
the balance, some of wh on die, others grow worse and
arc lclt to linger and sutler tor months or years, until re
lieved or cured, it possible, by competent physicians.
Bl l

from

II 1 l/.\ t T i lilt HTH dways on lit n>!
»t m.id''
to order, and trimmed in theLAirST s IA LK

i*y

QUACK NOSTRUM

hand d all si/.

on

Ring-

K » I CJ A I*

cultural Strawberry, &c.
Stock and l ends -old at
easy. Apply to

j Terms

—

STRANGERS AND TRAVEi.I.EKP.
Toav.udand escape imposition e-l foreign >.n«t nativel
numerous in Boston than in other large
more
quacks,
cities,

I.TO!Dollar
cased

for
State.

i

only

TO THE WORKING CLASS.- -We are now prepared
to furnish allelasses with const tht employment at home,

Agents!

;

AFFLICTED AND I NFoRi l NA IT.
be not robbed and add to your sutferings in beitig deceived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promist s.
and prett ntions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACK:-,
who know little of the nature and character of Special
Diseases, and less to thei: cure. Some exhibit forged
Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, w hich never existed
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas of the
assuming aud
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to turtTier tln-ii imposition assum-* names of other cel
brat* i! physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived

AIL DR5 WAISTS.

p q q

|

company.
I bis consideration giv. s Belfast Pity Bonds A GRF.A’I
ADVAN 1 AUK over the bonds ot towns ami cities which
are subject to this tax and makes them
by far the m..-t
desirable investment in the market.
Nearly fifty thousand dollars ol these bonds were sold
before the decision of the Commissioner was received
ami invest, rs will tind it tor their advantage to ..cml in
ininh'diately, as no assurance can hi givm'that any thing
more than «
amount will be disposed of at former
rates.
TIMO. THORNDYK F
tifb
City Treasurer,

proudly

For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
HOLD BIT

TWENTY YEARS

engaged in treatment of Special Diseas s a fact so wrl
known!) many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants,
Proprietors, &o., that he is much recommi mb- i and particularly to

ilnitlj

I.ockj

SOUI.
»>K
FASCINATION
CHARMING—400 pages; doth. This wonderjui
Chicago, 111., J an. 22.
to fa vein
hook has full instructions to enable the mad
Letters received from the lied River coun- ate either sex, or any animal, at will. Mesmerism,
and hundreds ol other curious experitry shows there is less reason than lirst ap- Spiritualism,
ments. It can be obtained bv sending address, with pospeared for the success of Father Thibalt and tage, to T. W. EVANS & CO., N". 41 South Eighth
Besolnces’ mission.
Street, Philadelphia.

The party of Canadian gentlemen from
Fort Carry and Pembina arrived at St. Paul
last night.
Toronto, Canada, Jan. 22.
A dispatch from Pembina on the 10th inst.
the
by
way of St. Cloud, Minn., to the Globe,
contains the
following article from the Now
Nation, the organ of the insurgents, published at Fort Garry:
Something as to our policy will be expected
from us in this number, and we proceed
briefly to define our position. In common
with the majority of the settlement we regard
the Hudson Bay Company’s government obsolete and never to be reconstructed. The
Dominion government, by its criminal blunders and gross injustice to the people, have
forever alienated them; and by its forfeiture
of all rights to our respect, will prevent us in
the future from either receiving or permitting its protection. The imperial government we consider to be too far distant to intelligently administer o.ir affairs. The (piestion arises, then, what form of government is
best adapted for the development of this
country, and we reply unhesitatingly, that
the United States Republic offers to-day that
system of government which would best promote order and progress in our midst and
open up rapidly a country of magnilicont resources; but in our present dependent condition we cannot obtain what we need in
that direction, and hence we will hold it to
be our duty to advocate independence for the
people of Red River, as a present cure for
our public ills. Our annexation to the. United
States will follow in time and bring with it
the advantages this land so much requires.

PEABODY

tlio most

FINE ART COLLECTION
OF THOMAS THOMPSON, ESQ.

V

PUBLISHED

LEWIS’ INHALANT, for the Phthisic,

EXECUTRIX SALE!

▼

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD.

Phthisic !

Phthisic!

This well-known remedy does not
a Cough, and
leave the cause behind, as Is the ease with most
preparations; but it loosens ami cleanses the lungs, and allays
irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint
si:Til W
FoWl I .V son, Frominters, Boston
s..m
b> *it uggist• and dealers in medicines ».»• nerulB

dnTup

they

